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Abstract  

A project was started within Continental AG, a leading automotive supplier, on the basis of a 

quality requirement that must be complied with in Continental tire plants worldwide. This 

issue consists in the current breach of an internal rule stating that no wood is allowed in 

production areas. Wood contamination brings potential cracking risks and therefore should be 

eliminated. The project focuses on the contribution of palletized raw materials to the 

identified issue. A scenario in which raw materials are already received from suppliers on 

non-wooden pallets is currently impracticable. Therefore it is adopted an alternative scenario 

consisting in changing to a metal pallet all raw materials received and stored on a wooden 

pallet, just before materials are sent to production areas. Also part of the scope of the project 

is the definition of standards and optimization measures to be applied to raw material 

warehouses in terms of the storage operation. 

An analysis of the requirements to change to metal pallets the materials supplied on wooden 

pallets was carried out. This analysis was based on the consumption values of raw materials 

for a specific group of materials and packaging types (chemicals in big bag or small bags on a 

wooden pallet). A simulation tool allowing the tracking of pallets by the minute during one 

day of production was developed in order to calculate the number of metal pallets required in 

the circuit raw material warehouse – buffer – production – raw material warehouse. 

Inventory management concepts such as economic transportation quantity and safety stock 

calculation were applied within the development of the tool. A survey of handling devices 

required to perform the operation, in particular, pallet changing solutions, was conducted. The 

ultimate output includes an estimate of the types and quantities of metal pallets and pallet 

changing devices to be purchased and the resulting investment needed. 

The proposed methodologies in this work were applied to the Lousado tire plant (Portugal). 

However, it is worth noting that these methodologies, in particular the simulation tool, were 

developed in such a way that they can actually be used by any of the other plants.  

The way the two main categories of raw materials in tire manufacturing – rubber and 

chemicals – are stored was addressed within the optimization goal of the project. For the 

storage of rubber materials, the proposed solutions focus on a change of layout, and for 

chemical, it is proposed a change of storage system by implementing a more advanced 

solution currently used in the Otrokovice tire plant (Czech Republic). In both cases the main 

goal is to improve storage capacity since space is a scarce resource in the raw material 

warehouses of the Lousado plant.  

One of the main conclusions about this work is that quality improvement and cost reduction 

analyses can be conducted within a same project and may influence each other’s results. 

This work was developed in an early stage of a project which is estimated to be finished in 

two years. Therefore the proposed ideas and methodologies can still be applied in the 

preparation and execution phases of most of the local projects.  
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Melhoria na Logística de Abastecimento da Indústria de Pneus 

Resumo 

Um projeto foi iniciado na Continental AG, fornecedor líder da indústria automóvel, com base 

num requisito de qualidade a ser cumprido nas suas fábricas de pneus em todo o mundo. Este 

problema consiste na violação de uma regra interna segundo a qual madeira não é permitida 

em áreas de produção. A contaminação por madeira acarreta potenciais riscos de 

aparecimento de fissuras nos pneus e por isso deve ser eliminada. O projeto foca-se no 

contributo das matérias-primas em palete para o problema identificado. Um cenário 

consistindo na entrega das matérias-primas pelos fornecedores já em paletes que não sejam de 

madeira é atualmente impraticável. Desta forma, é adotado um cenário alternativo consistindo 

na troca para palete de metal de todas as matérias-primas recebidas e armazenadas em palete 

de madeira, antes dos materiais serem enviados para áreas de produção. A definição de 

standards e ações de otimização a ser aplicados aos armazéns de matéria-prima, em particular 

à operação de armazenagem, também faz parte do âmbito do projeto.  

Foi realizada uma análise dos requisitos para a substituição por paletes de metal no caso dos 

materiais fornecidos em paletes de madeira. Esta análise foi baseada nos valores de consumo 

de matérias-primas para um conjunto específico de materiais e embalagens (químicos em saco 

do tipo big bag ou em sacos pequenos sobre uma palete de madeira). Uma ferramenta de 

simulação permitindo um rastreio ao minuto das paletes durante um dia de produção foi 

desenvolvida para calcular o número de paletes de metal necessárias no circuito armazém de 

matéria-prima – supermercado da produção (buffer) – produção – armazém de matéria-

prima. Conceitos de gestão de inventários como quantidade económica de transporte e cálculo 

de stock de segurança foram aplicados no âmbito do desenvolvimento da ferramenta. Foi 

realizado um levantamento de equipamentos de manuseamento de material necessários à 

realização da operação, em particular soluções para mudança de palete. O resultado final 

inclui uma estimativa dos tipos e quantidades de paletes de metal e equipamentos para a 

mudança de palete a comprar e o investimento necessário.  

As metodologias propostas neste trabalho foram aplicadas à fábrica de pneus de Lousado 

(Portugal). No entanto, é de salientar que estas metodologias, em particular a ferramenta de 

simulação, foram desenvolvidas de forma a poderem ser utilizadas por qualquer uma das 

outras fábricas.    

A forma como são armazenadas as duas principais categorias de matérias-primas na produção 

de pneus – borracha e químicos – foi abordada no âmbito do objetivo de otimização do 

projeto. Ao nível da armazenagem de borracha, as soluções propostas incidem numa mudança 

de layout. Para os materiais químicos foi proposta uma mudança de sistema de armazenagem 

através da implementação de uma solução mais elaborada, atualmente utilizada na fábrica de 

Otrokovice (República Checa). Em ambos os casos o principal objetivo passa pela melhoria 

da capacidade de armazenagem, uma vez que o espaço é o recurso mais escasso nos armazéns 

de matéria-prima da fábrica de Lousado. 

Uma das principais conclusões sobre este trabalho passa pelo facto de análises de melhoria de 

qualidade e de redução de custos poderem ser efetuadas no âmbito de um mesmo projeto e 

poderem influenciar os resultados uma da outra. 

Este trabalho foi desenvolvido num estágio inicial de um projeto global que se estima estar 

concluído daqui a dois anos. Deste modo, as ideias e metodologias propostas poderão ainda 

ser aplicadas nas fases de preparação e execução da maioria dos projetos locais.  
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1 Introduction 

Customer satisfaction and organization competitiveness are motivational factors for 

companies to improve existing logistics strategies. Today’s competitive and volatile market 

requires flexibility, quality and efficiency from the logistics operations. The competitiveness 

of the automobile industry forces Continental Group to develop such strategies in order to 

cope with customer requirements at the lowest possible cost. In this context, warehouse 

management plays an important role and is nowadays a great challenge in the field of supply 

chain management.  

In this first chapter both the project and the company in which it takes place are introduced in 

detail. This contextualization is important in order to better understand the main problems and 

challenges identified and the conceived solutions.  

1.1 Project background  

Continental AG is a leading global automotive supplier, tire manufacturer, and industrial 

partner to other key industries. It was founded in Hanover (Germany) in 1871 as a 

manufacturer of soft rubber products, rubberized fabrics and solid tires for carriages and 

bicycles. In 1898 Continental started producing automobile pneumatic tires (in which air is 

held under pressure inside the tire), capable of giving a more comfortable ride and enabling 

automobiles to travel at higher speeds. 

Today, Continental ranks among the top five automotive suppliers worldwide with sales of 

approximately €34,5 billion in 2014. The company supplies a wide range of systems and 

components for the auto industry, including brakes, systems and components for powertrains 

and chassis, instrumentation, infotainment solutions, vehicle electronics, tires and elastic 

plastics. It also has expertise in networked automobile communications. Continental currently 

has around 190.000 employees in 50 countries. 

As can be seen in Figure 1, Continental Corporation is divided into the Automotive Group 

and the Rubber Group, and consists of five divisions: Chassis & Safety, Interior, Powertrain, 

Tires, and ContiTech. 

 

Figure 1 - Structure of the Continental Corporation (Adapted from Silva (2014)) 
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The project is to be developed within the Tire Division, which develops and manufactures 

innovative products for safe, economical and ecologically efficient mobility, offering the right 

tires for every application, from cars, trucks and buses to bicycles and motorcycles. 

1.2 WOOD – Raw Material Warehouse Organization Optimization Design in 
Continental AG 

Within Continental AG, a project was started in 2014 by the Central Quality Management and 

Inbound Supply Chain Management Departments to deal with a quality requirement that must 

be complied with in Continental tire plants worldwide (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 - Tire plants locations worldwide (Source: Continental AG) 

Continental has an internal rule stating that no wooden pallets are allowed in production areas. 

Wood contamination brings potential cracking risks and therefore should be eliminated. 

However, customer audits indicate that this rule is not being fulfilled in every tire plant of the 

Group. 

This quality requirement triggered the start of a new project with the main objective of 

enforcing a wood-free philosophy ensuring that no wooden pallets are coming to production 

areas specifically from raw material warehouse locations. It works as an umbrella project to 

smaller local projects and is expected to provide a general management framework and 

additional common resources to the local teams. Support to these subprojects must be granted 

continuously during the project time. The implementation in every Continental tire plant is 

expected to be completed by 2017. 

Since this project is to be applied to every Continental tire plant it is a good opportunity to 

simultaneously collect information from each plant and provide recommendations in terms of 

raw material warehouse layout and operations. A second objective for the project was 

therefore settled: to identify warehouse good practices within the Division and to centrally 

define standards and optimization measures to be applied to the raw material warehouses.  

The present work was developed within the Central Inbound Supply Chain Management 

Department. The mission of this department is to provide supply chain expertise, integrated 

and optimized business processes to manage the information and raw material flow at 

competitive costs, high quality and minimal risk for internal customers in the Continental 

Rubber Group. Regarding the WOOD Project, the core team (Appendix A) is responsible for 

the analysis of that part of the supply chain between the receiving of raw materials from 

suppliers and the hand-over of these materials to production buffers. 

The scope of the WOOD Project is wider than described so far. Its focus areas are multiple 

and covering different aspects of the raw material warehouse, from the assessment of storage 
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conditions to the review of barcode scanners utilisation (Appendix B). However, the present 

work only focuses on the wood-free and storage optimization issues. 

1.3 Purpose and main objectives  

The purpose of the present work is to define standards and develop methodologies to address 

some selected issues from the focus areas of the WOOD Project. Two main objectives and a 

set of tasks related to each one were settled and are now introduced in Table 1.  

Table 1 – Main objectives and tasks defined for the project 

Objective Tasks 

To define procedures and identify 

requirements to eliminate wood coming 

from raw material warehouse locations 

to production areas 

 Identify raw materials and unit loads and/or 

packaging types; 

 Analyse consumption of raw materials; 

 Develop proposals for the purchase of metal 

pallets and additional handling equipment for 

pallet conversion; 

 Define processes and work methods to change 

from wooden pallet to metal pallet and to return 

metal pallets to the warehouse. 

To produce recommendations on ways 

to optimize the storage of raw materials 

 

 Analyse and evaluate the current practices in 

terms of storage and handling equipment; 

 Propose methodologies to improve storage 

capacity, adapting the approach to the current 

situation in each of the addressed material 

families; 

 Perform a cost reduction analysis based on an 

investment on new storage equipment allowing 

a higher storage density. 

1.4 Methodological framework 

After identifying the quality issue that triggered this project and defining some general 

objectives to be fulfilled during the project time, information must be collected in order to 

evaluate the initial situation and conduct further analyses. 

An information gathering methodology is required, in this particular case the analysis of a 

preliminary questionnaire prepared by the Project Leader with the support of the core team 

and applied to every Continental tire plant. This questionnaire is a central piece of information 

to get the initial status, quantify the wood-free issue, and identify potential best practices in 

terms of the warehouse operation. An information standardization methodology is also 

required since each plant has its own way of describing, for instance, the packaging and/or 

unit load types (e.g. big bag and jumbo bag) and the different storage modes (e.g. on the floor 

and ground level).  

The next methodology applied consists in the integration of the information from the 

questionnaire with quantitative data provided by SAP system (Material Management (MM) 

module) and used to analyse consumption and inventory features of raw materials in each 

plant.  
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Visits to some Continental tire plants took place (Lousado (Portugal), Timisoara (Romania), 

and Otrokovice (Czech Republic)) in order to better understand the local operation and apply 

a validation methodology of potential good (and bad) practices. 

Regarding the first objective settled, the main methodology for requirements quantification 

consists in the development of a simulation tool to be used within any of the local projects. 

Consumption features collected are inputs to this tool which ultimate output is the number of 

metal pallets to be purchased in each plant. It is worth noting that methodologies to look for 

available pallet changing systems in the market and to provide local teams with a shopping 

list of solutions were also conducted. 

Methodologies to define a common set of procedures to increase storage capacity in 

Continental raw material warehouses are applied within the second objective settled, focusing 

on a change of layout and/or storage mode. A cost reduction financial analysis is also 

performed based on an existing model in Continental.  

1.5 Document organization 

This document is organized into six chapters.  

After this introducing chapter, a theoretical framework is provided by reviewing existing 

theories and methodologies relevant to the project development. The chapter begins with a 

general approach to the concepts of logistics and supply chain management and continues 

with a more detailed review on warehousing principles and optimization, and some inventory 

management concepts. 

Chapter 3 provides the initial situation analysis. Structured solution approaches are proposed 

in Chapters 4 and 5 regarding the first and second objectives settled for this work, 

respectively. 

Some conclusions and proposals for future developments are summarized in the last chapter.  
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2 Warehousing in the Supply Chain 

This chapter sums up concepts and methodologies that are considered relevant to the scope 

and goals of the project. Although the main research issue for the present work is 

warehousing principles and optimization, literature on logistics and supply chain management 

was also reviewed as an introduction to the main topic. Specific concepts connected to 

inventory management are the basis of methodologies applied in this work, although with 

some variations to traditional approaches, and therefore should also be reviewed. Chapter 2 is 

divided into three main sections: Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Warehousing, and 

Inventory and Variation. 

2.1 Logistics and Supply Chain Management 

Logistics is a diverse and dynamic function that has to be flexible enough to change according 

to the environment in which it works and the various constraints and demands imposed upon 

it (Rushton 2010). 

The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), the preeminent 

worldwide professional association dedicated to the advancement and dissemination of 

research and knowledge on supply chain management, defines logistics management as “that 

part of supply chain management that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective 

forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and related information between the 

point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements” 

(Vitasek 2013). This definition suggests that logistics and supply chain management are 

different concepts, although often used interchangeably throughout organizations. Logistics is 

actually part of the activities within supply chain management which means that supply chain 

covers an even broader scope (Birkholz 2004; Rushton 2010). Regarding this issue, Frazelle 

(2001) describes logistics activities as those which “connect and activate the objects in the 

supply chain” and makes an analogy with sports, stating that “logistics is the game played in 

the supply chain arena”. The CSCMP defines supply chain management as including “the 

planning and management of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, 

and all logistics management activities” as well as the “coordination and collaboration with 

channel partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third-party service providers, and 

customers. In essence, supply chain management integrates supply and demand management 

within and across companies” (Vitasek 2013). 

According to Frazelle (2001) logistics is comprised of five interdependent activities: customer 

response, inventory management, supply, transportation, and warehousing. The next section 

focuses on the last mentioned activity, providing a theoretical framework for further analyses. 

2.2 Warehousing 

According to Queirolo et al. (2002) warehousing can be defined as the logistics activity in 

which three main functions are accomplished: receiving products from a source, storing 

products as long as necessary until they are needed by an internal or external customer, and 
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retrieving the products when they are requested. In other words, the mission of a warehouse is 

to receive, store and ship products to the next link in the supply chain and this should be done 

in a quick, effective and accurate way (Master 2009). 

A good starting point in order to understand the real importance of the warehousing function 

is to answer the following question: Why do companies need warehouses at all? In fact, a 

warehouse requires labour, capital and information systems, all of which are expensive 

(Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010). Actually, warehousing typically accounts for about 20 to 

30 per cent of logistics costs (Rushton 2010). However, the reality is that for most operations 

there is no way to avoid this expense (Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010). Although traditional 

warehousing is continuously declining since the last decade of the 20
th

 century with the 

introduction of new technologies in e-commerce, supply chain integration, quick response, 

just-in-time delivery, and efficient consumer response, which ideally establish a direct 

connection between a supplier entity and a customer entity without the need for in-process 

inventory, businesses are still struggling to eliminate the need for warehouses (Kare, Kumar 

Rajuldevi, and Veeramachaneni 2009). 

The traditional role of a warehouse has been for storage and the concept goes back many 

centuries to its use by ancient civilisations for storing grain and other foodstuffs (Baker 2010). 

Humans have stored food and merchandise throughout the development of civilization and the 

same need for storage persists today (Birkholz 2004).  

According to Baker (2010), inventory is necessary if both of the following conditions hold: 

i. The customer lead time is shorter than the supply lead time (otherwise, goods could be 

made-to-order); 

ii. The goods need to be available continuously to customers (otherwise, goods could be 

pushed directly to points of sale, as in the case of new fashion garments). 

In this context, inventory is beneficial to smooth variations between supply and demand but 

there is another important use of warehouses which is to consolidate product and, therefore, 

reduce transportation costs (Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010; Rushton 2010). 

In order to take advantage from these benefits of inventory, the main driver in a warehouse 

must be its flexibility degree. Flexibility means being easily adaptable to changes, in 

particular in terms of customer demand, which is the most volatile factor in the supply chain 

(Rio Tome 2014). Along with flexibility, proper coordination and maintenance of the 

warehouse and the handling of its operations in a cost effective manner are requirements to 

succeed in the various stages of the sourcing, production and distribution of goods, from the 

handling of raw material and work-in-progress through to finished products (Harhalakis and 

Sharma 1988; Kare, Kumar Rajuldevi, and Veeramachaneni 2009; Rushton 2010). 

The nature of warehouses within supply chains may vary tremendously and literature on the 

topic suggests many different types of classification that can be adopted: by the stage in the 

supply chain, geographic area, product type, function, ownership, company usage, area, 

height, or by equipment (Rushton 2010). Rouwenhorst et al. (2000) distinguish two types of 

warehouses: the distribution warehouse and the production warehouse. Considering the 

WOOD Project, production warehouses, and in particular raw material warehouses, are the 

ones to be now described in more detail. Production warehouses are responsible for the 

storage of raw materials, work-in-process and finished products, associated with a 

manufacturing and/or assembly process (Rouwenhorst et al. 2000). According to Frazelle 

(2001) the mission of a raw material and components warehouse is to hold raw materials at or 

near the point of induction into a manufacturing or assembly process. 
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Warehouse operations 

Regardless of the type of warehouse and the requirements of the supply chain of which it is a 

part, there is a fundamental set of activities that can be found in most warehouses. According 

to Rushton (2010) these operations “tend to apply whether the warehouse is manual in nature 

with fairly basic equipment or whether it is highly automated with sophisticated storage and 

handling systems”. 

The arrival of products to the warehouse triggers the receiving, put-away, and storage of these 

products while the arrival of an order from a customer triggers the picking of materials from 

storage and the checking, packing and shipping activities. In Table 2 the main warehouse 

operations are briefly described.  

Table 2 – Brief description of the main warehouse operations  

Receiving 

Typically involves the physical unloading of incoming transport, checking 

against purchase orders to provide the assurance that the quantity and quality 

of materials are as ordered, and recording the incoming goods. It can also 

include such activities as unpacking and repacking in a format suitable for 

the subsequent warehouse operations (Frazelle 2001; Rushton 2010). 

Put-away Incoming goods are placed in storage. Includes material handling, 

verification of storage location, and product placement (Frazelle 2001). 

Storage Physical containment of goods while awaiting a demand (Frazelle 2001). 

Order 

picking 

Process of removing items from their storage locations to meet a specific 

demand. Is the basic service a warehouse provides for customers, therefore 

goods need to be retrieved from the warehouse in the correct quantity and in 

time to meet the required service level. It is also a key warehouse operation 

in terms of costs, requiring for a significant proportion of the warehouse 

labour (Frazelle 2001; Rushton 2010). 

Checking, 

packing and 

shipping 

May involve checking orders from completeness, packing goods in an 

appropriate shipping container, preparing shipping documents, weighing 

shipments, and eventually loading trucks or any other carrier (Frazelle 2001).  

Handling and storage equipment 

According to Ballou (1999) materials-handling is largely a cost-absorbing activity and its 

objectives should be cost centred, that is, to reduce handling cost and to increase space 

utilisation. Improved materials-handling efficiency develops along four lines: loading 

unitization, space layout, storage equipment choice, and movement equipment choice.  

According to Rushton (2010) products are generally presented to the logistics function in the 

form of a package or unit load. The idea of a unit load for logistics was developed from the 

realization of the high costs associated with storage and movement of products, particularly 

with the inefficient manual handling of many small packages. Ballou (1999) introduces a 

fundamental principle stating that materials-handling economy is directly proportional to the 

size of the load handled. Therefore, as the size of the load increases, the fewer the number of 

trips required to store a given quantity of goods and the greater the economy. The introduction 

of the unit load concept enabled goods and packages to be grouped together by consolidation 

into a single load, which is handled and moved more efficiently (Rushton 2010). According to 

Ballou (1999) this is referred to as load unitization and is most commonly accomplished 

through palletization and containerization.   

Pallets, regardless of the material of which they are made (wood, fibreboard, plastic, or metal) 

are the most common form of unit loads stored and handled in warehouses. They are basically 
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portable, flat, rigid platforms on which goods can be placed and into which truck forks can be 

inserted to lift and move them. Therefore, they are widely used for storing, stacking, handling 

and transporting products as a unitary load. There are various standard sizes in different parts 

of the world and for use in different industries. In Europe the standard sizes of pallets from 

ISO Standard 6780 are 800 x 1200 mm and 1000 x 1200 mm. The pallet specifications 

depend on the size, shape, weight, and crushability of the goods, and also on the capacity of 

the handling equipment. The pallet is an added cost item to the materials-handling system 

(Ballou 1999; Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010; Camacho 2011; Rushton 2010). 

Although the pallet is indeed the most commonly used type of unit load, other types can be 

found in a warehouse. Table 3 introduces two examples with relevance to the project. 

Table 3 – Description of other unit loads relevant to the project 

Cage and box pallet 

 
Source: Goodpack 

Used to contain goods that may otherwise fall off a 

standard pallet. Have solid or mesh sides and may be 

constructed of, for example, steel or plastic. Can be 

picked up by a forklift truck and often be stacked on top 

of each other (Rushton 2010). 

Intermediate bulk container 

(IBC) 

 
Source: Eurojute and MAUSER 

Normally used for storing and transporting liquids and 

solid particulate products in unit loads of about one or 

two tonnes. May be rigid
a
 (e.g. stainless steel containers 

for holding liquids) or flexible
b
 (e.g. bulk bags for 

granules). Depending on their nature, may be lifted by 

forklift truck either from the bottom or from straps on the 

top. Some can be block stacked, one on top of the other 

(Rushton 2010). In many cases the flexible IBC is 

considered a type of packaging rather than a unit load and 

needs a standard pallet to be handled. 

Another critical aspect in materials-handling is the choice of storage equipment. According to 

Goetschalckx (2012) a storage system is an engineered system with the function of storing 

materials, in other words, to hold them until they are needed. Bartholdi III and Hackman 

(2010) go into more detail and define storage mode as a region of storage or a piece of 

equipment for which the costs to pick from or restock any location are all approximately 

equal. According to Rushton (2010) selecting the appropriate storage system for an 

application involves matching storage and throughput requirements to the equipment 

characteristics and there may have to be a compromise between maximising the use of space 

and the need for easy and quick access to the stored goods. According to the degree of 

automation, storing systems can be classified as manual or automatic. Only a restricted 

number of manual solutions, previously selected according to the project specifications, were 

reviewed. Each selected solution is briefly described in Table 4. 

The choice for a storage system should be done according to some key influencing factors. 

Rushton (2010) relates these factors in a decision tree represented in Appendix C.  

The way items are stored influences the holding capacity of a given storage installation. Each 

stock keeping unit (SKU) line can be held in a fixed location, or randomly located. The 

concept of stock keeping unit refers to a uniquely identifiable piece of inventory usually 

differentiated by some characteristic such as size, colour, function, or supplier (Vitasek 2013). 

In fixed location, any storage position is only used to hold a specific SKU line and never for 

any other item. Consequently, the warehouse needs to be designed so that there is enough 

capacity to accommodate the maximum stock of every product line. Random location allows 

a more flexible operation. When a given location becomes empty it can be used to hold any 
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SKU line. However, stock identification is more difficult which may slow the order picking 

operation. Whatever location system is used, there are always some empty storage positions 

and therefore utilisation of space hardly equals 100 per cent (Rushton 2010).   

Table 4 – Description of selected storage systems 

Floor storage 

 
Source: Delisle 

According to Bartholdi III and Hackman (2010) the simplest 

way of storing palletized products is floor storage, which is 

typically arranged in lines. In this particular case no stacking 

occurs and this results in low storage density (cubic meters of 

inventory per square meters of storage space) (Greene 1990). 

Block Stacking 

 
Source: Automotive Logistics 

Magazine 

Unit loads are placed on top of another and are normally 

arranged in rows running 90 degrees to the aisle. The height of 

the stack is limited by the crushability and stability of the loads. 

It is suitable for that part of the product range where there are 

few product lines, each with high inventory level, and where 

very strict first in first out (FIFO) movement of inventory is not 

required. Each row should only contain one SKU to avoid 

double-handling. Once filled, the row should be completely 

emptied before other pallet is placed there otherwise the back 

pallets will become “trapped” and may stay there for a long 

time. In practice, more than one row is normally allocated to an 

SKU so that one row can be filled with new pallets arriving 

whilst another row is being emptied. As a result, many rows are 

likely to be only partially full at any moment in time resulting 

in poor storage utilisation. This is often referred to as 

honeycombing. The main advantages of block stacking are 

good use of area (although not necessarily of building height), 

flexibility to change the layout of the blocks, quick access to 

inventory for rapid throughput operations, and low capital cost 

(no racking is needed) (Rushton 2010). 

Single-deep selective 

racking or Adjustable 

Pallet Racking (APR) 

 
Source: GETC 

Pallets are placed single-deep onto horizontal beams, running 

parallel to the aisles, which are fixed to vertical frames. Easily 

installed, cost effective and very versatile, adjustable beam 

racking is the most widely used of pallet storage systems. It 

allows 100% direct access to each pallet stored, providing 

complete freedom to retrieve any individual pallet. It is 

therefore suitable in case there are few pallets per SKU and it is 

compatible with a FIFO stock management rule. Individual 

access also means that high levels of storage utilisation can be 

achieved. This system is adjustable (beams can be moved to 

different heights on the frames) and therefore it can be re-

configured to accommodate changes in the type of goods 

stored. Wide aisles allow access by all types of trucks, making 

specialised handling equipment unnecessary. However, because 

there are only two pallets between wide aisles, floor utilisation 

is very poor (Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010; Link51 2015; 

Rushton 2010). 
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Table 4 – Description of selected storage systems (continued) 

Rack drive-in 

 
Source: DACO 

Using minimal space for access aisles and lines, these systems 

provide a high-density and very space-efficient storage system, 

although not as flexible as other types of racking solutions. 

With drive-in rack the put-away and retrieval functions are 

performed from the same aisle and therefore stock selectivity 

and location utilisation are restricted because product is moved 

according to a first in last out (FILO) policy. However, it is a 

dense storage system suitable if each SKU has a high number 

of pallets. Operationally, the racked area is used in the same 

way as block storage, with the same benefits and drawbacks, 

except that the rack height is not limited by the crushability of 

the product. However, travel speed within the racks tends to be 

relatively slower and more skilled forklift truck drivers tend to 

be required (Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010; Link51 2015; 

Rushton 2010). 

Pallet live storage or 

Flow-track 

Source: IMVO 

Working on a FIFO basis, dynamic live storage racking 

provides extremely high levels of density in a given area and 

automatic stock rotation, with the minimum of forklift truck 

movements required to handle the flow of goods (Link51 

2015). Under this system, the first pallet is placed on an 

inclined roller conveyor. The pallet rolls forward and is then 

brought to a halt at the far end of the conveyor by an automatic 

braking system. The next pallet is then placed on the conveyor 

and rolls down until it reaches the first pallet, and so on. When 

the first pallet is extracted, the other pallets all roll forward one 

position. The inclined roller conveyors are placed in parallel 

rows and one above the other, forming a very dense storage 

system, with an aisle for replenishment at one end and an aisle 

for pallet picking at the other end (Rushton 2010). This enables 

pallets to be put away at one side and retrieved from the other, 

which prevents storage and retrieval operations from interfering 

with each other (Bartholdi III and Hackman 2010). Each 

inclined conveyor should contain the same SKU and therefore 

this type of racking is suitable for fast-moving products where 

there are numerous pallets per SKU (Rushton 2010). 

Rack Cantilever 

 

Source: IMVO  

Freestanding storage system with horizontal load carrying arms 

extending outward from a single vertical column. The absence 

of a vertical support on the outboard ends of the arms permits 

uninterrupted storage of long lengths of material. Ideal for 

bulky, oversized loads, with difficult shapes to store, keeping 

them off the floor. Provides instant and easy access to one piece 

or a full load. Being modular in nature, additional arms, 

uprights and braces may be added as storage requirements 

change (MECO - OHAMA 2014). 

In addition to equipment to store materials in a warehouse, it is also relevant to address the 

equipment used for the movement of those materials, for lifting them into and out of storage, 

and for vehicle loading and unloading. Within the variety of industrial trucks that can be used 

in warehousing, only two are reviewed in this work, based on the specifications of the project. 

Both of the selected handling systems are briefly described in Table 5. 
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Table 5 – Description of selected handling systems 

Counterbalanced 

forklift truck (CBFLT) 

 
Source: Mainstream 

Robust and fast machines used for the handling of loads 

ranging between 1000 kg and 45000 kg. Are generally used to 

lift and stack to heights up to 5 m. The load is carried forward 

of the front wheels, which tends to tip the truck forward, so a 

counterbalance weight is built into the rear of the machine. 

Requires wide turning aisles of about 4 m. Electric trucks are 

usually used for indoor work in order to avoid fumes, and the 

travel speed can go up to 20 to 25 km/h (Rushton 2010). 

Reach truck 

 
Source: Mainstream 

During horizontal movement the load is carried partially within 

the area enclosed by the truck wheels, resulting in a shorter 

overall length than the one for the counterbalanced forklift 

truck, which eliminates the need for a counterbalance weight. 

The capacity range for reach trucks is from 1000 kg to 3500 kg, 

and the maximum fork lift to about 8 m. It is driven electrically 

and horizontal speed does not exceed 10 to 12 km/h. A typical 

90 degree aisle width would be in the region of 2,5 m, 

depending on truck size (Rushton 2010).     

Warehouse evaluation and optimization 

According to Karásek (2013) “the optimal operation of a warehouse is achieved when each 

customer is satisfied completely according to his order, in due time and when all warehouse 

and logistic processes are done in the shortest possible time, with minimal cost and optimal 

utilisation of resources under dynamically changing conditions”. Storage space is one of these 

resources and is a particularly expensive one. According to Rushton (2010) 40 per cent of 

warehousing cost can be for having and using the building and this is why storage and 

handling equipment should be designed to improve the utilisation of cubic capacity, and why 

it is important to make the best use of space when planning and operating a warehouse. 

Every decision in this field must be compatible with the basic objectives of storage and 

warehousing planning which, according to Tompkins (2010), are to use space efficiently, to 

allow for the most efficient material handling, to provide the most economical storage in 

relation to costs of equipment, use of space, damage to material, handling labour, and 

operational safety, to provide maximum flexibility in order to meet changing storage and 

handling requirements, and to make the warehouse a model of good housekeeping. Harhalakis 

(1988) corroborates this idea and suggests that the efficient utilisation of storage space for raw 

materials in manufacturing industry is both necessary and strategically important.  

According to Benson (2008) the storage capacity in a warehouse is directly a consequence of 

the selected layout and equipment. Theoretical storage capacity can be given by the number of 

storage compartments in the system available for holding unit loads. It can also be given as 

the percentage of total warehouse volume which is actually occupied by material (2.1): 

                                                                   (2.1) 

Aisles and receiving and shipping zones are good examples of unutilised areas for storage 

which often take up more space than the actual usable one. However, these areas are required 

to perform the warehousing operation. For instance, aisle widths are always a compromise 

between allowing enough space for movement of people and equipment, while at the same 

time making best use of available space (Rushton 2010).  
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The term theoretical is used when referring to the storage capacity because, for instance, 

efficient material handling usually requires a unit load not to fill completely the allocated 

space in order to perform a safe handling operation (Benson 2008). 

Another relevant measure, storage utilisation, focuses the attention on how well the existing 

storage capacity is being used, measuring the impact of the choices of methods and 

procedures for material handling. It should be estimated by analysing the current percentage 

fill of each logical area. A logical area could be an individual row. Even if every location in, 

for instance, a rack row is occupied with unit loads, the row could never be more than 90% 

full because of required clearances. This value should be multiplied by the theoretical 

capacity in order to obtain the storage capacity utilisation percentage (Benson 2008).  

Evaluating accessibility is also relevant when analysing the storage operation. Accessibility is 

the capability to access any desired unit load in the system. Density often has an inverse 

relationship with accessibility; however, the way the picking operation is run can reduce the 

negative effects of this trade-off (Rushton 2010).  

Frazelle (2001) presents four basic techniques for optimizing storage operations by 

maximizing storage density and retrieval productivity of which only two are now discussed in 

more detail: 

i) Storage mode optimization  

Each item is assigned to the storage system that minimizes the cost of storage and handling, 

based on its demand and dimensional characteristics, each storage mode’s capabilities and 

costs, and general planning parameters. 

ii) Storage location optimization 

According to Hales (2006) layout must be established by the level of activity or popularity of 

the products, so as to separate fast from slow movement products. This technique reflects the 

previous idea by assigning the most popular items (or fast-moving) to the most easily 

accessed locations in the warehouse. Goetschalckx (2012) also suggests that items generating 

the most frequent visits per storage location must be “stored in the best locations”.  

According to Tadokoro (2014), in practice, the item-popularity is the most frequently used 

criterion. It is considered the easier criterion to understand and apply and, at the same time, 

one of the best reducing the travel distance. Item-popularity can be measured by the number 

of requests for an item, or in other words, the number of potential times an operator visits the 

location for a particular item.  

Experience reveals that a minority of the items in a warehouse generate a majority of the 

picking movements (Frazelle 2001). Consequently, rankings based on item-popularity 

typically result in what is called an ABC categorization, which is based on “Pareto’s Law”, 

also known as “80-20 Rule” (Blomqvist 2010). Traditionally the concept stands for the 

proposition that within any given population of things, approximately 20 per cent of them 

have 80 per cent of the “value” of all of the items concentrated within them, and that the other 

80 per cent only have 20 per cent of that “value” (Muller 2011). “Value” can be defined in 

various ways, but in this particular case it is considered the number of requests for an item, 

used as unit of measurement for the item-popularity slotting criterion. Therefore, it is possible 

to conclude that 80 per cent of the requests in a warehouse are a result of 20 per cent of the 

materials stored, and the most popular 20 per cent of materials should be preferentially 

assigned to the so called “best locations”, locations that are easier to pick from and result in 

less handling costs. 

A simple framework to perform an ABC classification on one parameter includes the 

following basic steps: 

1. Sort the articles from largest to smallest of the interesting parameter; 
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2. Calculate each article’s percentage of the total volume for the interesting parameter; 

3. Calculate each article’s accumulated parameter starting with the articles with the 

highest value; 

4. Classify articles into classes based on the Pareto’s principle. 

5. Draw a chart to help visualize the groups of articles.  

According to Muller (2011) an alternative to the ABC categorization is the family grouping 

approach, in which items with similar characteristics are placed together. Theoretically, 

similar characteristics will lead to a natural grouping of items, which will be received, stored, 

picked and/or shipped together. Bartholdi III and Hackman (2010) corroborate this idea 

suggesting that sometimes it is advantageous, or even required, to store related SKU together 

in order to get a good space utilisation, simplify warehouse operations in terms of techniques 

and equipment, or even to meet quality and security requirements (Bartholdi III and Hackman 

2010; Muller 2011). 

According to Muller (2011) effective item placement can often be achieved through tying 

both the inventory stratification (ABC categorization based on item-popularity) and family 

grouping approaches together.  

Warehouse cost assessment  

According to Speh (2009) warehousing is nothing more than the management of space and 

time. The space management portion, storage, has a cost per month, because there is a 

monthly cost for warehouse space. The time management component includes labour 

involved in handling materials as they move in, out, or inside the warehouse. Although no 

specific formula is correct for every user and therefore individual judgment and some level of 

customization are required, Speh (2009) introduced a general model dividing warehousing 

costs into four categories: handling, storage, operations administration, and general 

administrative expenses. Only the first two categories are described in more detail since are 

the ones to be considered in further analyses. 

i) Handling – includes all expenses associated with moving materials in, out, or 

inside the warehouse. Its largest component is the labour used to handle the 

materials that move through the warehouse. It may also include labour to 

repackage, refurbish, or re-warehouse damaged product. All costs associated with 

the equipment used to handle material in the warehouse, such as the depreciation 

of equipment cost, and the cost of fuel or electricity to power the equipment are to 

be considered in this section. In effect, handling includes all those costs associated 

with “goods in motion”. 

ii) Storage – includes all those costs associated with “goods at rest”. Because storage 

expenses are related to the cost of occupying a facility, and these costs are 

normally accumulated each month, storage is expressed as a monthly cost. If an 

entire building is dedicated to an operation, storage expenses are the total 

occupancy cost for that facility.         

Rushton (2010) corroborates this idea identifying the type of storage and handling systems 

used as one of the most costly elements of the supply chain. Also the size and type of the 

manufacturing site, together with the throughput verified, are relevant factors when 

comparing costs from different warehouses. 

The detailed breakdown of warehouse costs varies by the nature of the operation, but 

according to Rushton (2010) typical figures are as follows: 

- Staff – 45 to 50 per cent, with half of this often represented by order picking and 

packing staff; 
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- Building – 25 per cent, including rent or depreciation on the building; 

- Building services – 15 per cent, including heat, light, power, building maintenance, 

insurance and rates; 

- Equipment – 10 to 15 per cent, including rental or depreciation, equipment 

maintenance and running costs; 

- Information technology - 5 to 10 per cent, including systems and data terminals. 

These features demonstrate the importance of the effective use of both building space and 

staff. 

2.3 Inventory and Variation 

Inventory management includes the set of actions to monitor stock by determining what 

should be the level to maintain, and when and in what quantities should it be replenished 

(Chase, Aquilano, and Jacobs 2001). Economic Transportation Quantity and Safety Stock are 

two concepts within inventory management with relevance to this work.  

Economic Transportation Quantity 

According to Larson (1988) Economic Transportation Quantity (ETQ) consists in the 

quantity to be transported that minimizes the total cost in the supply chain. This concept is 

applied to regular deliveries of material that are settled between a point of origin and a point 

of destination. ETQ is related to the concept of Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) defined as 

the fixed order quantity that minimizes total costs associated with stock replenishment. The 

stock level of an item varies over time. Stock level is raised when a delivery arrives, and it 

declines as units are removed to meet demand. At some point an order for replenishment is 

placed and it is this quantity that needs to be defined considering both the costs of ordering 

and holding inventory (Waters 2008).  

Safety Stock 

According to Mercado (2007) safety stock is the extra inventory above current or short-term 

needs that is kept on hand intentionally to cover the possibility that demand will be higher 

than usual or the order lead time longer than usual. Wild (2002) corroborates this idea by 

stating that safety stock is held to cover an inability to predict demand as well as to 

compensate for failure on the supply side. Ideally, if one is absolutely certain of the demand 

and the order lead time, there would be no need for any safety stock. 

Lead time does affect the amount of safety stock to hold. The longer the lead time, the wider 

the absolute variation in demand and therefore the higher the safety stock for a given service 

level. The more safety stock the better the customer service. Therefore, the three factors 

playing a part in determining the proper amount of safety stock to keep are variations in 

demand, variations in replenishment time (order lead time), and the desired service level 

(Mercado 2007). The concept of service level is usually used in inventory management to 

measure the performance of inventory replenishment policies. According to Waters (2008) 

service level is a target for the proportion of demand that is met directly from stock, or 

alternatively, the maximum acceptable probability that demand cannot be met from stock. 

The process to define the safety stock level should include an analysis to find a balance 

between the cost of reordering, the cost of holding inventory, and the cost of running out of 

stock. Clearly, if reorders are less frequent, there is the need for ordering more each time. This 

would reduce the ordering cost but a lot of inventory would be held thus increasing the cost of 

keeping inventory. If reorders are frequent, smaller quantities can be ordered each time. This 

would reduce the amount of inventory but increase out ordering cost (Mercado 2007). 
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Rubber (natural and synthetic rubber) (41%) 

 

Fillers (carbon black, silica…) (30%) 

 

Reinforcing materials (steel, polyester, rayon, nylon) (15%) 

 

Plasticizers (oils and resins) (6%) 

 

Chemicals for vulcanization (sulphur, zinc oxide…) (6%) 

 

Anti-aging agents and other chemicals (2%)  

 

 

3 Initial situation at Continental raw material warehouses 

In this chapter an overview is provided on the different raw materials used to produce a tire 

and the phases of the manufacturing process to which they are inputs. A detailed analysis of 

the initial situation in terms of the two identified issues (wood-free and storage optimization) 

is performed. This analysis allows the identification of the most relevant problems and 

challenges and the planning of the appropriate approaches to tackle them. 

3.1 Raw materials inside a tire 

A tire is a complex, high-tech product composed by a set of different components (Appendix 

D). These components contain diverse ingredients in different amounts. Actually, the tire 

industry is highly raw material intensive. 

Rubber is the main raw material used in manufacturing tires, and both natural and synthetic 

rubber types are used. In order to develop the proper characteristics of strength, resiliency, 

and wear-resistance, the rubber must be treated with a variety of chemicals and vulcanized. 

Since this project has implementation in raw material warehouses, it is appropriate to provide 

an overview on the different ingredients used to produce a tire. These ingredients vary by tire 

size and tire type (summer or winter tire). 

Figure 3 shows the ingredients used in one of the Continental passenger car tires: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are four branches of industry which supply the tire industry with raw materials. These 

branches of industry are briefly introduced in Table 6. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Breakdown of ingredients for ContiPremiumContact2 2,205/55 R 16 91W (Source: Continental AG) 
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Table 6 – Suppliers of raw materials for the tire industry 

Rubber extraction 

 
Source: Continental AG 

Natural rubber is found as a milky fluid (latex) in the bark of the 

rubber tree (Hevea Brasiliensis). The liquid latex is mixed with 

acids that cause the rubber to solidify. It is then cleaned with water 

and pressed to squeeze out excess water and form the rubber into 

sheets. The sheets are dried and pressed into solid bales of easier 

transportation and storage.  

Chemical industry 

 
Source: Continental AG 

Supplies synthetic rubber, produced from the polymers found in 

crude oil, and materials which, when mixed with rubber and then 

heated, produce specific tire characteristics such as wear reduction 

and grip increase. 

Textile industry 

 
Source: Continental AG 

Supplies base materials (rayon, nylon, polyester and aramid fibres) 

for the manufacture of cord which serves as a reinforcing material 

in tires. 

 Steel industry 

 
Source: Continental AG 

Supplies high-strength steel which serves as the starting material for 

the manufacture of steel belts (steel cord) and bead cores (steel 

wire). 

The raw materials used to manufacture a tire are grouped in material categories and each of 

these categories is usually supplied to the warehouse in a specific packaging. This information 

is summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7 – Raw material categories and respective packaging 

Supplier industry 
Material 

category 
Packaging 

Handling 

unit 
Picture 

Rubber extraction/ 

Chemical industry 

Natural/synthetic 

rubber 

Metal or 

plastic box 
Box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chemical industry Liquid chemicals Rigid IBC Container 
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Table 7 – Raw material categories and respective packaging (continued) 

Supplier industry 
Material 

category 
Packaging 

Handling 

unit 
Picture 

Chemical industry 
Various 

chemicals 

Flexible IBC 

(or Big bag) 

Pallet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small bags 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Textile industry 
Textile 

reinforcements 
- Roll 

 

 

 

 

 

Steel industry Steel-cord Cardboard box Pallet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steel industry Bead wire Rack structure 
Rack 

structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering all nineteen plants in which the WOOD Project is to be implemented, the number 

of raw material SKU exceeds thousand references. A material code consists of a set of ten 

characters which identify each raw material. The first two characters indicate the family of the 

material (Rubber, Chemicals, or Reinforcements). Adding two more characters, information 

on the sub-family is provided. The last two characters indicate the packaging in which the raw 

material is stored. The interpretation of a material code is demonstrated by means of an 

example in Table 8. Codes for each family, sub-family, and packaging categories are 

introduced in Appendix E. 

Table 8 – Information provided by the material code 

Material Code Family Sub-family Packaging 

CA12020110 Chemicals Accelerators Bag 

Figure 4 illustrates how these raw materials are used in the first steps of the manufacturing 

process of a tire, and figure 5 provides a general overview on the scope of Inbound Logistics, 

which is to receive, store, and supply production buffers with raw materials. The 

replenishment of the production buffers is done twenty-four hours a day by warehouse 

personnel and can be triggered by a manual request from production, a kanban system (visual 
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Figure 4 - Raw materials as inputs to the tire manufacturing process (Adapted from Continental AG and Giti) 

management), or a SAP notification. Each plant is responsible for choosing a mechanism to 

trigger replenishment. Most plants follow internal policies defining the amount of material to 

be held in production buffers. These policies also influence requirements for replenishment. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Area of activity of the Inbound Logistics function 

Inbound Logistics 
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3.2 Wooden pallets from raw material warehouses to production areas 

The WOOD Project was motivated in the first place by the alleged breach of a Continental 

internal rule stating that no wooden pallets are allowed in production, resulting in complaints 

of some customers in this regard. Customer audits in two plants led to formal written 

complaints but there are other situations of verbal statements on the same topic. 

This issue is particularly relevant because foreign matter like wood or metal does not link to 

the rubber matrix, and in a component with dynamic load such is a tire the presence of these 

materials represents potential starting points for cracking, leading to severe quality and 

security issues. The difference between wood and metal contamination is that wood is 

significantly harder to detect. Any potential source for contamination, especially of this kind, 

should be eliminated.  

In order to implement the wood-free philosophy and guarantee the absence of wooden pallets 

coming specifically from raw material warehouses to production areas, one could consider 

that already receiving the raw materials from all suppliers on non-wooden pallets would be 

the most straightforward solution. However, this scenario is currently impracticable due to 

suppliers’ reluctance to change the way materials are delivered. The negotiation power of 

suppliers for the tire industry is high because, although the total number of suppliers is high 

due to the high variety of raw material categories, each category only has few alternative 

suppliers. Some suppliers claim their processes to be optimized for wooden pallets and 

therefore they have no willingness to change, while others claim technical incompatibilities. 

However, some attempts of local purchasing teams have led already to some changes from 

wooden pallets to plastic pallets, compatible with quality requirements, without any impact on 

the price. Implementing this scenario is part of the long-term strategy of Central Purchasing 

Department, which is responsible for the contracts with suppliers and definition of 

requirements and delivery conditions. 

Given the current situation, two main scenarios were conceived according to the point in the 

supply chain where the change from wooden pallet to metal pallet occurs (Figure 6). In 

scenario 1, the change from wooden pallet to metal pallet occurs just before raw materials 

departure from the warehouse to production; in scenario 2, it is performed at reception, before 

the storage of materials in the warehouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A comparison between the two proposed scenarios, pointing out the main advantages and 

disadvantages of each one, is conducted in Table 9.   

 

 

Figure 6 – Representation of the two main scenarios conceived for the WOOD Project 

Scenario 1 

Scenario 2 

Supplier 
Raw Material 

Warehouse 
Production 

Wooden pallets allowed 

Metal pallets only 
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Table 9 – Comparison between scenarios 1 and 2 

 Pros Cons 

Scenario 1 

- Significantly less cost (estimates 

dictate the need for 6000 pallets 

which represent an investment of 1,2 

Million Euros). 

- Higher quality (e.g. wood 

contamination of raw materials) and 

security (e.g. fire) risks. 

Scenario 2 

- Pallet standardization, resulting in 

standardization of handling and 

storage equipments and operations. 

Also facilitates automation; 

- The risk of wood contamination is 

eliminated sooner, although it can 

still occur (if the source of 

contamination is the supplier). 

- Higher cost (estimates dictate the 

need for 30 000 pallets which 

represent an investment of 6,1 

Million Euros); 

- Loads get more unstable because of 

multiple handling with an increased 

risk for the storage and handling 

operations (e.g. a big bag tips over 

while is being placed in its storage 

position). 

It should be noted that the nineteen Continental tire plants under analysis are not in the same 

situation with respect to the wooden pallets in production issue. Some plants are not changing 

from wooden pallets to metal pallets before sending raw materials to production areas at all, 

whereas others are already using metal only. In order to supply the project team with an 

overview on the initial situation in the different plants, a preliminary questionnaire was 

prepared by the Project Leader for the WOOD Project and applied to each Continental tire 

plant. The questionnaire is divided into five sections, the last one focusing on the wood-free 

issue.  

During the period of development of this work, 79% of the plants answered the questionnaire. 

Regarding the supply of raw materials to production areas, only 26% of the plants with 

available information guarantee an operation completely free from wooden pallets in 

production areas. This may be due to the fact that suppliers already deliver raw materials in 

non-wooden pallets or that procedures to change from a wooden pallet to a plastic or metal 

pallet before raw materials are sent to production areas are already defined and being 

followed. Plastic is currently accepted in production areas but there are evidences that internal 

quality rules will be even stricter in this regard and in the future only metal will be allowed in 

production areas. That is why the replacement of existing wooden pallets should be done with 

metal pallets, despite the significant higher costs compared to the costs of plastic pallets. 

However, it is worth noting that metal pallets’ useful life is significantly longer than the one 

for plastic pallets.  

The plants which are currently not fulfilling this quality requirement refer that the use of 

wooden pallets happens mainly for chemicals. Chemicals are supplied in two main types of 

packaging: flexible IBC (commonly referred as big bag) and small plastic or cardboard bags. 

Pallets are used as the unit load and in most cases are wooden pallets. 

Figure 7 illustrates the two mentioned situations: big bag on wooden pallet and small bags on 

wooden pallet. In the first case, the big bag is lifted by a crane system and the entire bag 

content is discharged at once to a big funnel. In the second case, the process is more manual 

and consists of an operator picking each bag at a time and emptying it to a cart. The part of 

the load at risk of wood contamination is painted in red. In the first case the whole big bag is 

painted since it is discharged at once and wood splinters in the big bag would affect the whole 

content. The represented phase of the process in Figure 7 a) requires less human intervention 

and consequently fewer opportunities of detecting situations of contamination. In the second 

case, only the bags on the bottom layer are painted in red due to the fact that only they are in 

direct contact with the pallet, and sometimes there is even a cardboard separating the bags 
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from the pallet or the bags are wrapped in foil. Furthermore, chemicals in small bags are 

consumed one at a time in a process allowing human inspection of the loads. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10 demonstrates these differences by means of an example, introducing also the fact 

that some chemicals packed in big bags (carbon black and silica) have high levels of 

consumption whereas other chemicals packed in small bags are consumed in smaller 

quantities in the same period of time. The risk of having a damaged pallet and consequently 

wood particles transferred to the load, which is considered the same in both cases, is 

multiplied by 100% in the first case because the whole load is jeopardized, and it is multiplied 

by 12,5% in the second case, assuming that the load is composed by 40 bags of 25 kg each 

disposed in 8 layers and only the bottom layer is affected. The results in kilograms of 

contaminated load underlines the more critical nature of materials packed in big bags.   

Table 10 – Load contamination considering different levels of consumption and different packaging types 

 

Regarding the handling operations required by a change of pallet, they might include the use 

of mobile or stationary devices such as pallet inverters (180° turners), changers (tilting-angle 

up to 120°) or other solutions such as pallet pushing or load lifting systems. Examples of such 

devices are represented in Figure 8.  
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CS10020112 Big bag 47400 625 76       100%=   76         625 = 47500  

CA62010910 Small bags 1000 1000 1       12.5%=0.125   1   0,125    1000 =125  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 7 – Representation of the risk of wood contamination in the consumption 

process of chemicals in big bags (a)) and chemicals in small bags (b))   

Figure 8 – a) Pallet inverter system; b) Pallet changer system (Source: PREMIER) 

a) 

 

b) 
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Most plants have already some kind of solution to change pallet (Figure 9). The most 

common solution in place is the pallet inverter which is currently used to reload rubber 

supplied in plastic boxes. On the other hand, for chemicals and in particular for big bags, 

solutions to change pallet are scarce. Big bags’ dimensions (up to 2,20 m high), weight (up to 

1200 kg) and shape (conical base) and the need for double-handling in case the chosen 

process is the inversion, since the opening at the bottom of the big bag must remain at the 

same position after the changing pallet operation, are the main issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In terms of the unit load used in this operation, some plants claim to have already an internal 

metal pallet but in most cases these pallets are not used to store raw materials but to send 

rubber to production areas and/or to store work-in-progress. In case the pallet is actually used 

to store raw materials and/or to send them to production, there are neither centrally nor locally 

defined procedures to identify and return these pallets to the raw material warehouse. This 

may lead to problems with losing track of pallets in the plant and consequently experiencing 

shortages in the raw material warehouse. 

3.3 Storage optimization at raw material warehouses 

The way warehousing operations are run in Continental tire plants varies from plant to plant. 

However, there are already some centrally defined procedures, for instance, regarding the 

incoming operation. In terms of the storage operation, there are few general guidelines to be 

applied to the existing warehouses and also in future expansion projects. This fact motivated 

the definition of an additional optimization goal to this quality project.  

Each plant has its own procedures in terms of purchasing of raw materials and stock 

management. Generally, the materials of the rubber family are the ones purchased and stored 

in more quantity, which is also due to the fact that they represent about 40% of the 

composition of a tire and therefore have higher consumption levels. Also chemicals stored in 

big bags occupy a significant part of the total number of available storage positions. However, 

in some cases there are great differences between plants regarding the quantities stored of a 

certain material group. This can be due to some factors such as geographic proximity with 

suppliers. A good example of this is the Lousado tire plant which is located right next to its 

main supplier of textile reinforcements, Continental – Indústria Têxtil do Ave (C-ITA) and 

therefore only allocates 40 storing positions to this material group whereas other plants to 

which the main supplier for textile reinforcements is also C-ITA have more positions 

dedicated to this kind of material (e.g. the Otrokovice plant (Czech Republic), which is 

relatively similar to the Lousado plant in terms of the throughput verified, has 806 storage 

positions for textile rolls).  

A first overview on the main storage solutions currently used in each plant reveals that there 

is room for optimization since some warehouses only have floor storage or stacking solutions 

implemented. Other existing storing systems are traditional racking and more advanced 

a

) 

 

b

) 

 
Figure 9 – Examples of existing pallet changing solutions (a) stationary pallet inverter in the San Luis Potosi 

plant (Mexico); b) mobile pallet inverter in the Hefei plant (China))   
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98% 

77% 
66% 

100% 

75% 
69% 

82% 78% 

100% 

73% 

17% 
34% 18% 

3% 

16% 

8% 21% 

2% 

18% 

14% 
6% 7% 10% 

2% 6% 

Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4 Plant 6 Plant 8 Plant 9 Plant 10 Plant 15 Plant 16 Plant 18 

Floor Storage/Block Stacking Traditional Racking Drive-in Rack Cantilever Flow-track 

solutions such as rack drive-in and flow-track. Graph 1 compares the quantity of existing 

storage positions in each storage system. Only ten of the nineteen plants provided accurate 

information on this topic and therefore are the ones to be considered in further analyses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 1 – Percentage of storage positions in each storage mode used in the Continental raw material warehouses 

for each plant 

According to what was reviewed in Chapter 2, more advanced solutions would allow higher 

storage density. Storage density is defined by the cubic meters of inventory per square meters 

of storage space and is a relevant indicator particularly for some plants that claim to be short 

of space. A storage mode with high storage density allows good floor utilisation mainly by 

reducing the space allocated to aisles and at the same time good use of roof height by 

allowing more storage levels in height then regular floor storage. This means that more unit 

loads may be stored per square meter.  

Regarding the way raw materials are organized and stored in the warehouse, each plant is 

currently responsible for establishing the criteria in which it bases its operation. All plants 

seem to follow the natural tendency to place items of the same family together. 

Graph 2 shows that, for instance, in rubber warehouses or spaces within a warehouse 

allocated to the storage of rubber materials, block stacking is the predominant storage solution 

and 97% of the total number of unit loads containing rubber, in the same ten plants considered 

in Graph 1, are stored in this way. Chemicals, and in particular the ones packed in big bags, 

are the most critical group in terms of storage. Big bags’ dimensions and inability to stack are 

the main barriers to roof height utilisation. Furthermore, the majority of these materials 

packed in big bags have high consumption values and are stored in high quantities. In Graph 2 

it is shown that the most used storing solution for chemicals is floor storage. However, other 

alternatives are starting to be implemented in some plants, in particular traditional racks and 

drive-in racks.  

The average load weight is approximately 1000 kg for every material category (Rubber, 

Chemicals, and Reinforcements) and therefore this is not a differentiating factor between 

categories. The main factor that might influence the type of storing system used for each 

material category is stacking possibility. For instance, metal and plastic boxes containing 

rubber can be stacked up to four levels with no need for racks, allowing a relatively good and 

inexpensive use of storage space. On the other hand, most of chemical materials are not 
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2% 
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2% 
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7% 
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40% 
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Natural and Synthetic 

Rubber 

Chemicals Textile Reinforcements Steel Reinforcements 

Floor Storage/Block Stacking Traditional Racking Drive-in Rack Cantilever Flow-track 

stackable and therefore racking solutions are starting to be used to take advantage from 

building height.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding other forms of categorization used in the organization of raw materials within the 

warehouse, the preliminary questionnaire included a question on this topic: Are the raw 

materials stored in specific locations in the warehouse based on their consumption/rotation? 

Out of the fifteen plants answering the questionnaire only 33% claim to use this kind of 

analysis when defining where to place raw materials, 7% use it partially, and for the 

remaining 60% it is not used at all. These features indicate that there is room for optimization 

within the storage and picking warehousing operations.  

 

Graph 2 – Percentage of storage positions in each storage mode used in the Continental raw material 

warehouses for each material category 
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4 Proposed solutions for the wood-free issue 

This chapter introduces the solutions developed to tackle the wood-free issue (wooden pallets 

in production areas coming from raw material warehouses). Some specific topics are 

addressed individually with a detailed description of the developed solutions and the criteria 

used to choose one option over the others, whenever decisions had to be made. The results 

obtained by applying the developed methodologies to one of the nineteen tire plants are 

presented for each topic. The chapter ends with a discussion section.  

4.1 Number of metal pallets in the production buffer 

It was decided along with the Project Leader that the first approach to the problem would be 

done accordingly to scenario 1, since it is the one with fewer implementation requirements, 

both in terms of complexity and costs. Therefore, the proposed solutions within this work 

were conceived for that case, in which wooden pallets are replaced by metal pallets just 

before raw materials going to production. 

In order to comply with the quality requirement of having production areas free from wood, a 

quantification of the number of wooden pallets leaving the raw material warehouse to be 

consumed in production must be performed.  

The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software used in the Continental plants is the best 

tool to get information on consumption of raw materials, and there is a specific transaction to 

do so. By introducing in the system the code of the plant and a specific time interval, a list of 

all movements of materials occurred during a selected period is provided. To get an idea of 

the volume of information to deal with, in one month of production in the Lousado tire plant 

the number of postings in SAP regarding consumption of raw materials can exceed 3000 for 

almost 200 different material codes. However, these values may vary from plant to plant 

according to the plant’s production volume. Table 11 shows the information exported from 

the SAP system by means of an example. 

Table 11 – Information exported from the SAP system 

Plant Code 
Material 

Code 

Type of 

Movement 
Release date Quantity 

Unit of 

measurement 

2200 CE34300118 261 02-04-2015 -1050 kg 

2200 CE34300118 261 02-04-2015 -1050 kg 

2200 CE34300118 262 03-04-2015 1050 kg 

The two types of movements related to consumption are the 261 (Goods issue) and 262 

(Goods issue inverter) movements. Goods issue is the process of replicating a consumption of 

raw material in the SAP system and for that it is used the movement 261. The quantity 

consumed is posted in the SAP system with the negative sign. The movement 262 undoes the 

previous one by posting the same quantity value, this time with a positive sign, meaning that 

material is returned to the warehouse. By adding the values on the quantity column for a same 

raw material code the total quantity of that material consumed during the selected period of 

time is obtained. 
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In the SAP system the consumed quantities are given in kilograms. However, to conduct 

analyses at the pallet level, information on how these kilograms are distributed in terms of 

unit loads must be analysed. This information either is not regularly updated in the SAP 

system or does not exist at all. Therefore plants were requested within the preliminary 

questionnaire to provide information on the payloads for each of the consumed raw material 

codes. The payload is the difference between the weight of the load and pallet together and 

the tare weight (pallet weight). Since not every plant provided the required information, 

assumptions had to be made by using available data from other plants. Raw material 

characteristics may vary from plant to plant but usually these variations are not significant. In 

many cases the supplier of a certain raw material is actually the same for the different plants, 

so this kind of assumptions is not expected to generate large deviations from reality. A list of 

references and respective payloads was provided by ten of the nineteen plants. However, not 

every material actually consumed in tire plants is covered by this list. 

The available information was gathered in a matrix and used to define a payload value for 

each reference, following a sequence of criteria: 

1. If the plant under analysis is one of the ten plants in the matrix (in the example in 

Table 12 the plant under analysis is Plant 10), the field relating to the payload for a 

given material must be filled with the value provided by that particular plant, even 

though other plants may indicate different values;  

2. The mode of the set of payload values provided by the plants for a particular material 

code, i.e. the value that appears more often, is calculated and introduced in the still 

unfilled spaces; 

3. The minimum of the set of payloads provided by the plants for a particular material 

code is calculated and introduced in the still unfilled spaces; 

4. In case there is still information missing, the payload value is assumed to be 1000 kg 

(mode of all payload values provided by the plants).  

Table 12 – Payload value definition process if Plant 10 is under analysis 
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CA42050110 ? ? 1000 1000 500 ? ? 1000 1000 500 

CA55120117 965 965 965 965 ? ? ? 1000 ? 965 

CE16060318 572 ? 540 540 ? ? 450 450 500 450 

CF10150212 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1000 

As mentioned previously the chemicals material group is the most critical one, at least with 

regard to the pallet changing operation, and that is why the solutions developed focuses on 

this material family. Even within the chemicals group not all materials need to be included in 

further analyses. The materials which are handled and stored in a unit load other than the 

pallet (e.g. rigid IBC for liquid chemicals) do not need to be considered for the calculation of 

metal pallets. The last two characters of the material code give some information in this 

regard. According to Table 28 from the Appendix E, only material references finishing in 10 

(Bag), 11 (Bag polymeric), and 12 (Big bag) are to be considered. Also the raw materials 

which are already stored in plastic or metal pallets do not need to be addressed. As mentioned 

previously, these materials represent no issue in terms of quality, for the time being. 

There is no detailed information available about the material of which the unit load for a 

specific raw material reference is made of; there is only the information that a packaging of a 

certain type can be stored both on wooden pallets and plastic pallets or that storage is free 
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from wood by the exclusive use of plastic pallets. In case both wooden and plastic pallets are 

currently used in the storage operation it is assumed the worst case scenario by considering 

that all bags and/or big bags are actually stored on wooden pallets even though that might not 

be the reality. The information represented in Table 13 influences further calculations since 

the consumption values for materials which are already stored free from wood (the fields of 

Table 13 marked with a 0) should not enter the equation.   

Table 13 – Unit loads used to store chemical raw materials (1 = wooden/plastic pallet; 0 = plastic pallet) 
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Big bags 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

The number of consumed unit loads, in this particular case, pallets, of a specific raw material 

code in a given time period is as follows (4.1): 

                                                                       (4.1) 

An overview on the physical characteristics of the loads handled indicates that in most cases 

there is no possibility of aggregating two loads, for instance, by stacking them, and therefore 

each wooden pallet must be replaced by a metal pallet.    

The standards and procedures defined to address the wood-free issue could be applied to any 

of the Continental tire plants. Within this work, the developed tools will be applied to the 

Lousado tire plant in order to demonstrate their application and produce some results to 

compare with the ones obtained by the Lousado local team for the WOOD Project. The main 

reason for choosing this plant was geographic proximity, which allowed multiple visits to the 

raw material warehouses and production areas in order to collect information. Also the fact 

that the WOOD Project was running in this plant during the period of development of this 

work represented an opportunity to work along with the local team and see some of the 

contributions of this work implemented in the near future. 

Graph 3 provides a general picture of the weekly consumption of chemical raw materials on 

wooden pallets from week 1, 2014 to week 20, 2015 in the Lousado tire plant. It also shows 

the consumption of unit loads which have actually big bags on top, since this is the most 

critical type of packaging. On a weekly basis, big bags represent an average of 88% of the 

consumed loads on wooden pallets. This percentage validates the need for a specific pallet 

changing device for big bags, which are usually more complex than regular pallet inverters. 

It was used the simple classical Standard Deviation Method approach to screen outliers in the 

data set corresponding to the number of consumed unit loads. In this context, an outlier is an 

unusually large or small data value that arises from atypical circumstances. These values may 

be removed from the data series after validated as true outliers by carefully analysing their 

causes. Not removing true outliers or removing false outliers can lead to a distortion of 

estimates of population parameters. According to the Standard Deviation Method, 

observations outside the interval              s, where    is the sample mean,       is the 

number of standard deviations in this case for the service level (SL) of 95% (        
     , and s is the sample standard deviation, can be considered outliers. The Standard 

Deviation Rule can be translated into the hypothesis test interpretation. It is assumed that 95% 

of observations generated by the normal distribution lie within approximately two standard 

deviations of the mean which yields the α = 0,05 default sensitivity for outlier detection. This 

helps to estimate the likelihood of having extreme values in the data, so that the observations 

two standard deviations away from the mean may be considered as outliers in the data (Seo 

2002). 
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Graph 3 – Weekly consumption of chemical raw materials on wooden pallets in the Lousado tire plant (W1, 

2014 - W20, 2015) 

Five observations in the time series are outside the defined interval using the Standard 

Deviation Method. These unusually small consumption values are verified in weeks that 

coincide with holiday seasons in Portugal, when the plant has its production reduced or even 

stopped. The mean is widely affected by extreme values and can incorrectly display a bias 

toward the outlier values. In this particular case, the unusual observations pull the mean value 

down and should be removed from the original time series (Seo 2002). 

The main purpose of this analysis is to find the minimum number of metal pallets that should 

be held in the production buffer in each moment. The recommendation would be to use as the 

reference value the upper limit of the time series after removal of the previously labelled 

outliers (Table 14). It was agreed with the team for the WOOD Project that a service level of 

95% would be used in the analysis. The result of these choices is 95% of probability that the 

number of metal pallets will be enough to have all materials in the buffer in accordance with 

quality requirements. 

Table 14 – Results after removal of outliers  

 
Sample 

Mean 

Sample 

Standard 

Deviation 

Upper Limit 

(SL=95%) 

Minimum number of 

metal pallets in the 

production buffer 

Weekly consumption of 

palletized chemical raw materials 491,712 84,590 630,850 182 

At this point it is possible to make a first recommendation: to purchase 182 metal pallets to be 

placed in the chemicals production buffer where the internal policy in the Lousado tire plant is 

to keep a stock equivalent to 2 days of production.  

4.2 Total number of metal pallets needed to comply with quality requirements 

The consumption features previously analysed do not indicate the real number of metal pallets 

required in the circuit represented in Figure 10. While a certain number of pallets are held in 

the buffer area, others are actually being consumed in production. A certain number of pallets 

must be in the warehouse near the pallet changing device in order to continue the 

replenishment of raw materials to the buffer. Furthermore, it is not viable that upon 

consumption of the material a metal pallet is immediately available in the raw material 

warehouse to reinitiate the circuit. For all those reasons some more pallets are needed. 
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Figure 10 – Metal pallet flow 

In the proposed solution there is a clear separation between the raw material warehouse and 

production areas. The warehouse workforce (orange forklift truck in Figure 10) is responsible 

for the handling of material in the raw material warehouse and for its delivery to the buffer. 

The production workforce (blue forklift truck in Figure 10) is responsible for the picking of 

materials from the buffer to be delivered in consumption points and also for the return of 

empty pallets to the buffer. Empty pallets should be stored in a specific area in the buffer 

defined for that purpose. The forklift truck driver coming from the warehouse with some 

material to deliver in the buffer would check this area and take the existing empty pallets back 

to the pallet changing machine in the raw material warehouse. This process should be done 

accordingly to a replenishment policy. Within this context two scenarios were conceived: 

i. Frequent Replenishments (Visual Management): each metal pallet with material 

leaving the raw material warehouse to be delivered to the buffer triggers the return of 

the existing empty metal pallets in the buffer; 

ii. Economic transportation quantity: Empty metal pallets are returned to the 

warehouse when the maximum number of pallets that the forklift truck used in the 

warehousing operation can handle in a single trip is reached. 

It is worth noting that in case a forklift truck would be dedicated to the buffering operation, 

that is, each time the operator returns to the raw material warehouse he goes directly to the 

area assigned to pallet changing, it would not be of much use to consider a second scenario. 

However, generally both the picking from storage and buffering operations are performed by 

the same warehouse operator. The operator just arrived from the buffer with no empty metal 

pallets could go directly to the storage area to pick the next material to be reloaded and then 

transferred to the buffer, without making an eventual detour to unload the empty metal pallets 

near the pallet changing machine. Actually, both the location of this machine in the raw 

material warehouse and the area for empty metal pallets in the production buffer are to be 

defined at a later stage of the project, and this could influence the choice for a replenishment 

policy for empty metal pallets. Furthermore, between replenishment rounds, the forklift truck 

driver usually provides assistance to other warehouse tasks (e.g. unloading and put away of 

material).  

To implement each of these scenarios it was also applied another inventory management 

concept, the safety stock. In fact, a safety stock level for metal pallets should be defined in 

order to avoid running out of pallets to perform the reloading operation in the raw material 

warehouse, and it could be calculated by applying equation 4.2 (King 2011): 

                                                                      (4.2) 

WAREHOUSE 
PRODUCTION 
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In equation 4.2, variability in lead time is the primary concern. In this case it corresponds to 

the replenishment time of empty metal pallets plus the time that takes to carry these pallets 

from the buffer back to the raw material warehouse. The lead time is variable and depends on 

the consumption rates of the different material categories. In order to calculate the safety 

stock of empty metal pallets, the demand in the equation 4.2 corresponds to the metal pallets 

with material leaving the raw material warehouse to replenish the production buffer. Within 

the conceiving of the proposed solutions the frequency of replenishment of this buffer was 

defined to be constant and therefore demand variability is not included in the analysis. 

                 corresponds to the number of standard deviations for a specific service 

probability, considering a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 

(standard normal distribution). In this case it is used the one-sided Z-factor corresponding to 

a service level of 95% which results in acceptable values of safety stock. It is calculated by 

applying formula 4.3, which is expressed in Microsoft Excel notation as follows: 

                                                                     (4.3) 

The previously described concepts were used in the development of a simulation tool. The 

main contribution of this tool is to perform the tracking of metal pallets in each moment by 

analysing the time spent in the different operations: 

1. Picking a wooden pallet from storage and take it to the pallet changer device; 

2. Changing a wooden pallet for a metal pallet in the pallet changing device; 

3. Taking the metal pallet to the production buffer; 

4. Taking the metal pallet to be consumed in production; 

5. Consuming the material on the metal pallet based on the survival time for each 

material category (e.g. CA) and packaging (e.g. big bag), using the following formula 

(4.4): 

                                                                   (4.4)                                                                         

6. Taking the empty metal pallet from production to the buffer; 

7. Taking the empty metal pallet from the buffer back to the pallet changing device in the 

raw material warehouse. 

The time spent by a wooden pallet in the production buffer as stock, whether with material on 

top or empty, depends on the replenishment policies and the times defined for the previously 

introduced operations. 

Some assumptions were made within the development of the tool: 

1. The plant has a single warehouse and a single production buffer for the materials 

under analysis (chemicals); 

2. The pallet changing solution allows a throughput compatible with the number of 

required reloads per period of time. Therefore, there is the need for one pallet 

changing device only; 

3. The different material references within the same material category have similar 

consumption behaviours; 

4. The consumption rates of raw materials vary according to the total number of unit 

loads consumed in a given period of time; 

5. The consumption of raw materials in production is continuous and unit loads are 

picked from the buffer in such a way that only one pallet is in each consumption point 

at a time and that the total number of unit loads in production is always the same. The 

process of physically transferring a new load from the raw material warehouse to the 
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production buffer should be finished by the time the old load is all consumed. It is 

assumed an instant replacement of the old packaging for the new one.  

6. An empty metal pallet is immediately transferred to the buffer after all the material on 

it is consumed. This operation is performed by the production forklift driver who 

delivers a new load to the consumption point. 

Figure 11 shows the main inputs to the pallet tracking tool. The values actually assigned to 

each input in order to obtain some quantitative results are based on the Lousado plant’s 

operation and may be consulted in Appendix F. 

 

Inputs  
 

 

 

 

Consumption rate (unit loads/min) 

 

Survival time (min) 

- Number of consumption positions in production for 

each material category & packaging 

 

- Production buffer capacity 

 

- Daily consumption of chemical raw materials in 

terms of wooden pallets 

 

- Percentage of each material category & packaging in 

the total number of unit loads consumed 

 

 

The pallet tracking tool indicates what should be the frequency of replenishment of the 

production buffer with raw materials considering that it follows the Lousado plant’s policy: to 

hold at least two days of production in the buffer. The frequency of replenishment of the 

buffer with raw materials should be as low as possible, as long as the previous requirement is 

fulfilled. Furthermore, the replenishment should be done in such a way that the number of 

pallets with material in the buffer does not exceed the capacity of the buffer. It should be 

noted that if the tool is to be used by other plants some parameters should be modified to be in 

accordance with their own replenishment policies. In the particular case of the Lousado tire 

plant the minimum quantity of pallets with material in the production buffer is 182 (two days 

of consumption) and the maximum quantity is 400 (buffer capacity).  

The replenishment of the raw material warehouse with empty metal pallets could be done by 

following one of the policies described previously: frequent replenishments and economic 

transportation quantity. 

Regarding the second methodology, it consists in verifying which would be the maximum 

number of empty metal pallets that could be handled at the same time and this is done through 

an analysis of the capacity of the forklift trucks used in the buffering operation. Currently 

three types of counterbalanced forklift trucks with different specifications are used. 

Information on these handling equipments is introduced in Table 15. 

 

 Time (min) 

Picking a unit load from storage at the RM Warehouse   

Changing from Wooden Pallet to Metal Pallet   

Going from the RM Warehouse to the Buffer   

Going from the Buffer to Production   

Going from Production to the Buffer   

Going from the Buffer to the RM Warehouse   

Figure 11 – Inputs to the developed tool for tracking of pallets 
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Table 15 – Information on the handling equipment for the warehousing operation in the Lousado tire plant 

 

 

 

 

The economic transportation quantity was defined by considering the smaller load capacity. 

Assuming the metal pallet weighs 30 kg, the forklift truck would be able to carry 60 pallets. 

However, considering that each pallet is 0,15 m high, 60 pallets correspond to a 9-meter load, 

which is not compatible with the handling operation. Therefore, the criterion to define the 

ETQ became the load height. It was defined a maximum load height of 2,5 m that can be 

handled in a single trip by a regular counterbalanced forklift truck. This load height value is 

equivalent to 17 pallets. When 17 empty metal pallets are accumulated in the buffer they 

should be returned to the raw material warehouse.  

Replenishment times for empty metal pallets along with the consumption values of pallets 

with material in the raw material warehouse are used to calculate the safety stock of metal 

pallets to be held near the pallet changing device in the raw material warehouse.  

The obtained results by applying the two replenishment policies to the pallet tracking tool are 

introduced in Table 16. 

Table 16 – Comparison between the two replenishment policies defined within the proposed solution 

As might be expected, more frequent replenishment rounds of empty metal pallets to the raw 

material warehouse result in less pallets being handled each time. Less frequent replenishment 

rounds result in higher levels of stock of these pallets to be held in the pallet changing 

machine. Other outputs of the pallet tracking tool are represented in Appendix G. 

4.3 Decision-making on metal pallets and pallet changing solutions 

In addition to the number of metal pallets to be purchased, a decision on the dimensions of 

those pallets needs to be made. A general recommendation would be to use a standard pallet 

whenever possible. As mentioned previously in this work, this allows the standardization of 

handling and storage equipments and operations. It might also be beneficial in terms of 

purchase conditions with the possibility of taking advantage from quantity discounts. If there 

is already an internal metal pallet being used, this information should also be considered while 

dimensioning the new metal pallets to be used in the handling of raw materials. 

Regarding the choice of a pallet changing device, the type of materials to be handled has a big 

influence on the decision. For instance, some simpler and less expensive solutions are not 

suitable for big bags for safety reasons. Some tests with big bags were actually run during the 

period of development of this work, consisting of using existing pallet changing devices, in 

particular the stationary pallet inverter used to reload rubber. These tests indicate a slow 

operation and some material getting out of the big bag during the inversion. This problem 

triggered a market search on specific solutions for big bags. From the various alternative 

Supplier Model Load Capacity (kg) 

Still Rx60-30 3000 

Still Rx60-25 2500 

Still Rx20-18 1800 

 Frequent replenishments ETQ 

Number of Replenishments 72 4 

Quantity Replenished Max = 3 17 

Number of metal pallets in the pallet 

changing device at 00:00:00 (h:min:s)  
11 26 

Safety Stock of metal pallets 2 4 
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devices and suppliers, the central team created a shopping list with some options to present to 

the local teams (Table 17). 

Table 17 – Shopping list of pallet changing devices  

Pallet Changing Solution 
Solution 

Provider 
Loads and Pallet Types handled Price 

V-Changer 

 

NORTEC 

Max. Load Height: 2200 mm 

Max. Load Weight: 1500 kg 

 

Pallet dimensions: 

800 x 1200 mm 

1000 x 1200 mm 

1200 x 1200 mm 

€110.000 + extras 

Pallet Changer 

 

PREMIER 

Max. Load Height: 2400 mm 

Max. Load Weight: 1500 kg 

 

Pallet dimensions: 

800-1200 x 1200 mm 

€45.540 + extras 

Pusher 

 

BAUST 

Max. Load Height: 2000 mm 

Max. Load Weight: 1200 kg 

 

Pallet dimensions: 

800-1000 x 1200 mm 

€110.000€ + extras 

Inverter

 

CARPIDRAULIC 

Max. Load Height: 2800 mm 

Max. Load Weight: 1500 kg 

 

Pallet dimensions: 

1450 x 1450 mm 

 

€26.800 + extras 

In the shopping list it is not mentioned any big bag lifting system. Although that might seem a 

straightforward solution, it is actually not recommended. During the lifting, the base of the 

big bag assumes a rounded shape, as represented in Figure 12, with material dropping due to 

gravity. This reshaped load has far less stability when placed on the new pallet. 

 

Figure 12 – Shape of a big bag’s base after lifting (Source: DirectIndustry) 

According to the information gathered in Table 17, it is recommended to also consider the 

specifications of the chosen pallet changing device in terms of suitable pallet types while 

making a decision on the dimensions of the metal pallet to purchase.  

An analysis of the dimensions of the currently used wooden and plastic pallets in the Lousado 

tire plant was conducted. There are currently two internal metal pallet types used in 

production with the following dimensions: 1200 x 1200 mm (Figure 13) and 900 x 1490 mm. 

An internal analysis conducted by the Industrial Engineering Department led to a first 

recommendation on the new metal pallet dimensions to be 1200 x 1200 mm. The main 
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reasons for this choice was the fact that this was already a pallet type handled in the plant, 

even though with a different purpose, and also the fact that it is compatible with most of the 

pallet changing devices presented in the shopping list developed within this work. 

 

Figure 13 – Metal pallet used currently in Mixer 10 

This proposal was checked by comparison with the different currently verified values of pallet 

width and length and the respective proportion in the total number of consumed unit loads 

(Appendix H). It is possible to conclude that a pallet with that dimensions will be able to 

accommodate 90,43% of the all unit loads consumed. A visual representation of these 

conclusions is shown in Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although the proposed dimensions are not suitable for 100% of the materials, in this case this 

is not a barrier to the use of a pallet with such dimensions. In fact, the difference to the 

maximum dimension verified is only 17 cm. Furthermore, the available data which was used 

to perform this analysis correspond to the pallet dimensions and not to the load dimensions. 

Generally, the base area of the load is smaller than the area of the pallet used and therefore 

most probably a smaller pallet would be suitable.   

In terms of the pallet changing device, in discussion with the local team, it was decided that 

the most suitable machines according to the characteristics of the packaging to be handled and 

the idealized warehousing operation would be the V-Changer and the Pallet Changer systems. 
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Figure 14 – Suitability analysis of different pallet dimensions according to unit loads consumption  
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Both devices are compatible with the proposed metal pallet dimensions. However, they are 

not suitable in the verified cases of bigger wooden pallets (9,57%). Since those are a minority 

it is proposed that two fall-back solutions should be used specifically in these cases and also if 

any problem with the main pallet changing system occurs and the machine is inoperable for a 

while. For small bags type of packaging the fall-back solution could be the currently existing 

pallet inverter used for reloading rubber. Regarding the big bag type of packaging, after 

analysing different solutions in the market, it was decided that even though a pallet lifter 

device is not the most suitable system in terms of load stability after the reloading, it can be 

used as a fall-back solution mainly due to its inexpensive nature. The quotation offered by 

FormPak for one bulk bag lifting adapter was €1300 + extras. Keeping the same criteria of 

cost minimization, the Pallet Changer is the one recommended as the main pallet changing 

device. The solution provider indicated a smooth and effective auto-operation allowing 25 

pallets per hour throughput. One machine is enough considering the daily consumption of 

chemical raw materials which need to be reloaded. According to previous calculations, about 

90 pallets need to be reloaded per day. Assuming that all the pallets would be reloaded using 

the Pallet Changer machine, the required throughput would be 3,75 changes per hour, which 

is much less than the throughput allowed by the recommended solution. 

A last general recommendation within the wood-free issue relates to the identification of the 

purchased metal pallets. As mentioned previously, the tire industry is raw material intensive 

and therefore it can also be considered a pallet intensive industry. There is the need to manage 

these assets used in the supply chain in a very efficient way, especially with regard to their 

identification and tracking. This need is even higher if the pallets are high value and this is the 

case for metal pallets (in European countries each metal pallet costs around €200). 

Furthermore, these pallets are considered to have a high strategic value since their role in the 

supply chain is critical. A shortage in metal pallets results in one of two scenarios: i) materials 

are sent to production on the original wooden pallets, breaking an internal quality rule; ii) the 

replenishment of production areas with raw materials is delayed. Pallet mobility might also 

represent an issue. Metal pallets would be found in multiple locations, from storage to 

consumption areas. They would leave the raw material warehouse, their “owner”, and would 

be emptied in production areas, where the possible uses for empty pallets are multiple (e.g. to 

store rubber compound or waste resulting from the production process). For this reason there 

is a high probability that procedures defined to return these pallets to the raw material 

warehouse are not followed. This could lead to situations of shortage of metal pallets in the 

raw material warehouse. Therefore the identification and tracking of individual pallets 

remains a salient requirement to protect the company’s investment on metal pallets. Providers 

of Pallet Management Systems recommend some form of automatic identification such as 

barcodes or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to be affixed to the pallet. However, a 

simpler but effective way of easily identifying the pallet and avoid it to be used for other 

purposes after it leaves the raw material warehouse is to paint metal pallets in a particular 

colour. This is actually a current practice in some Continental tire plants in order to identify 

their internal pallets used in production areas (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15 – Metal pallet painted in orange used in the Timisoara plant 

Members from local Quality Departments raised some issues regarding load contamination 

resulting from the use of paint in areas of the metal pallet in direct contact with raw material 

packaging. Two alternative solutions were designed to tackle this problem: i) paint only the 
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sides of the pallet (as is done in the example in Figure 15); ii) combine a paint system with a 

hot-dip galvanized coating, which is often referred to as duplex system. This second 

alternative provides long-term corrosion protection with extra chip resistance. The chosen 

colour must allow an easy identification of the raw material warehouse pallet among other 

internal pallets.  

4.4 Discussion 

The previously introduced proposals to solve the wooden pallets in production issue were 

performed based on weekly consumption values. There was actually available information on 

daily consumption of raw materials provided by the SAP system. However, goods issue 

postings are not done during the weekend and the situation is only regularized in the 

following Monday. This working method results in raw material consumption patterns which 

do not correspond to reality. This was the main reason to adopt a weekly basis analysis 

instead of a daily basis analysis. However, an alternative approach consisting in only 

considering the data of four days of the week (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday) 

could be used to get an overview on average daily consumption values.   

It is worth noting that some of the assumptions established within the development of the 

simulation tool might not match the actual operation (e.g. timings for the replenishment of 

consumption positions in production). The potential practical implications of these deviations 

from reality should be taken into account when analysing the results provided by the tool. 

Some considerations should also be made with regard to the replenishment policies for the 

empty metal pallets. A straightforward conclusion is that the less frequently empty metal 

pallets are returned to the raw material warehouse, the higher the stock of these pallets needs 

to be. However, very frequent replenishments result in considerably higher handling costs. 

This trade-off should be carefully analysed in order to balance the stock of metal pallets to be 

held and the replenishment requirements. In the ETQ scenario there is a need for acquiring 

fifteen more metal pallets than in the frequent replenishments scenario. However, this €3000 

difference (each pallet would cost approximately €200) is easily compensated by the fact that 

the operation of returning empty metal pallets is only performed four times a day compared 

with the seventy two replenishments estimated for the frequent replenishments scenario. The 

ETQ could be the chosen one in case the warehouse forklift driver would not have to return to 

the raw material warehouse after delivering a load in the buffer. However, the single 

warehouse operator who conducts the buffering operation is required to make the trip back to 

the warehouse anyway, and it is better to carry something, even though in smaller quantities, 

than to perform empty runs. However, the frequent replenishments scenario is only 

recommended if the location of the pallet changing device in the raw material warehouse is 

compatible with the operation and in particular with the defined route for the truck, that is, if 

the forklift truck driver does not have to pass obligatory the pallet changer device on his way 

to pick more material to replenish the buffer and has to make a detour especially to deliver the 

empty metal pallets it is not recommended to implement the frequent replenishments policy.  

Assuming the pallet changing device location issue is addressed in accordance with what was 

mentioned previously, the recommendation could be to implement the frequent 

replenishments scenario. A rough estimate on the initial capital employed in the investment in 

metal pallets and devices for pallet changing is introduced in Table 18. 

This project is not cost reduction based. Its main focus is quality improvement in tire 

manufacturing instead. Even with actual complaints by some customers in this regard, 

sometimes it may be difficult to motivate local teams to change and accept the proposed 

investments, since there is no direct monetary return. However, not fulfilling quality internal 

rules could have a negative impact on the company reputation among its customers. The 
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ultimate consequence would be to lose those customers to other leading tire-manufacturing 

competitors.    

Table 18 – Estimate on the initial capital required to fulfill the wood-free goal 

Cost per metal 

pallet (€) 

Number of  

pallets to be 

acquired 

Investment in pallets 

(€) 
No. pallet changing devices 

Investment in 

pallet changing 

devices (€) 

200 287 

57.400 < 63.158 (initial 

estimate for Scenario 1 

(Table 9)) 

2 

- 1 Pallet Changer 

- 1 Bulk Bag Lifting Adapter 

45.540 + 1300 

+ extras 

€104.240 + extras 
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5 Proposed solutions for the storage optimization issue 

This chapter introduces the solutions developed to tackle the storage optimization issue. The 

main goal is to improve storage capacity by creating new storage positions in the available 

warehouse space and also to achieve some level of optimization of the picking operation. This 

could be done by changing the storage mode and/or the storage location. After a general 

introduction to the topic, the two main types of raw materials used in tire manufacturing are 

addressed separately, and the specific solutions conceived for each one are presented. The 

results obtained by applying the developed methodologies to one of the nineteen tire plants 

are presented. The chapter ends with a discussion section.  

 

According to what was reviewed previously, the cost of having and using a warehouse 

building can go up to 40% of the total warehousing cost, and this is why it is important to 

make the best use of space. For most Continental tire plants, in particular for the ones in 

Europe, space is actually the most relevant (and scarce) resource. 

When a warehouse is being analysed to establish whether improvements can be made, some 

basic information needs to be collected, not only on the physical characteristics of the goods 

stored (e.g. weight, shape, size, stacking possibility, packaging, and unit load), but also on the 

required storage conditions, for instance, in terms of humidity and temperature, and the 

practices for inventory management (e.g. storage by batches). Part of this information was 

already explored in detail when addressing the wood-free issue. An analysis of the storage 

function is to be provided in this second part of the work in order to propose solutions to 

improve the utilisation of one of the most important resources in a warehouse: space. It should 

be highlighted that effective space utilisation makes good use of total building volume and not 

merely of floor area. Therefore, storage equipment must be designed to improve utilisation of 

cubic capacity. However, an appropriate storage system involves not only good use of space 

but also easy and quick access to the stored goods. The use of space in a warehouse can be 

improved not only by changing the storage equipment but also by analysing the layout and 

rearrange it in order to gain extra storage positions. A rearrangement of the different SKU 

within the warehouse can also bring some level of optimization regarding the picking 

operation. As reviewed previously, the cost with warehouse personnel can go up to 50% of 

the total warehousing cost, with half of this percentage often represented by order picking and 

packing staff (Rushton 2010).  

The way two families of materials used in tire manufacturing are stored in Continental tire 

plants is the basis of the proposed solutions, in particular: i) rubber packed in metal or plastic 

boxes; ii) chemicals packed in big bags or small bags on a pallet. These raw materials, which 

together represent almost 80% of the composition of a tire, are the ones stored in more 

quantity and with higher levels of consumption. Solutions regarding the storage optimization 

goal focus on these two families of materials and are introduced in the following sections.   

Regarding the storage of rubber and chemical materials in the Lousado tire plant, there are 

two main internal warehouses, one for storage of rubber and the other for storage of 

chemicals. These raw materials are also stocked in an external warehouse. 
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5.1 Rubber storage 

According to the literature on the topic, the most efficient means of utilizing the available 

warehouse space is to pack it from floor to ceiling with inventory. Block stacking, described 

previously in Table 4, provides this dense use of space, however, in some cases, it does not 

provide for product selectivity (HK Systems 2015).  

Block stacking is by far the most utilized storage solution in the Continental raw material 

warehouses, in particular for storage of rubber. Natural and synthetic rubber types are packed 

in metal or plastic boxes. These raw materials are received in batches. A batch of a material is 

composed by a specific number of unit loads. For many SKU the dimension of the batch is at 

least 16 unit loads. In terms of building height, Continental raw material warehouses do not 

exceed 11 m in height, however with a few exceptions (e.g. the main warehouse in the 

Camaçari tire plant, in Brazil, is 15 m high). According to Rushton (2010) (Appendix C) in 

case there are more than 12 pallets per SKU and lift height is less than 11 m, the more 

appropriate storage systems are block stacking, drive-in racking or pallet live storage. In this 

case, block stacking seems to be the best option to store boxes containing rubber. Metal and 

plastic boxes can be stacked up to four levels in height, the equivalent to 4,44 m for metal 

boxes and 3,60 m for plastic boxes, with no need for any additional racking system. This is a 

great advantage since it is translated into lower capital costs and no need for maintenance of 

storage equipment. Furthermore, regular counterbalanced forklift trucks can be use to perform 

the handling operation. Although the use of building height may be restricted by the limits on 

stack height, block stacking allows good use of floor area, especially if the packages have 

relatively similar dimensions, which allow the building of very compact structures with the 

shape of parallelepipeds. As mentioned previously, block stacking may not be able to provide 

the required product selectivity. To avoid this, each row of pallets should only contain pallets 

of the same material reference and in this particular case of the same batch due to first expired 

first out (FEFO) stock management rule, to avoid double-handling and to simplify stock 

location records. 

The proposal for a standard to be applied in every Continental tire plant would be to keep 

block stacking as the main storage solution for rubber, after validating that there is enough 

space to operate within block stacking and meet the targets. In order to achieve some level of 

optimization, an analysis of the current layout and the way raw materials are organized should 

be performed. 

In the current layout for the storage of rubber materials in the Lousado plant there are no 

dedicated storage positions to a certain material reference. A batch is stored in any available 

set of locations compatible with the size of the batch since the pallets belonging to a certain 

batch must be stored together. For the retrieval of material, unit loads of a specific batch are 

taken from storage on a FILO policy but in this particular case this is not an issue since every 

unit load in the batch has the same expiry date. The main advantage of this stock management 

system is flexibility and also the fact that less storage space is generally required.  

There are two major types of packaging in the Lousado plant’s rubber warehouse: metal 

boxes and plastic boxes. The handling of these packaging types can be performed by a regular 

counterbalanced forklift truck. The dimensions of the boxes containing rubber may vary with 

the type of rubber and box. The values shown in Table 19 can be used as reference values for 

further analyses.  

Table 19 – Information on packaging types stored in the warehouse for rubber material in the Lousado plant 

 Length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm) Levels of stacking 

Metal boxes 1470 1150 1110 4 

Plastic boxes 1200 800 900 4 
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The proposed methodology included an analysis of a series of measures already introduced in 

Chapter 2. The results are shown in Table 20. 

Table 20 – Features for boxes containing rubber stored using a block stacking solution 

Storage Capacity 

(Unit Loads) 

Storage Capacity 

(%) 

Floor Area Utilisation 

(%) 

Storage density 

(m
3
/m

2
) 

2800 18,59 32,67 4,27 

To calculate the volume of the building it was considered its useful height (7,6 m). Block 

stacking has a limitation in the height dimension according to the number of unit loads that 

can actually be stacked one on top of each other without compromising load stability. In 

addition to the fact that a significant part of the total building area is currently used for 

purposes other than storage (e.g. unloading and reloading operations), the fact that no real 

advantage is being taken from building useful height contributes to the relatively low 

percentage of storage capacity. 

It should be noted that, in order to have an idea on the actual area occupied by material, the 

area available for storage could be considered to calculate the floor area utilisation, instead of 

the total warehouse area. 

Regarding storage utilisation, it was not possible to conduct actual calculations of this 

percentage during the period of development of this work. However, Kimball (2014) 

recommends a storage utilisation factor of 60% at average inventory and 70% at peak 

inventory for storage lines over 3 unit loads deep and 3 unit loads high. This means that for 

calculating the actual storage capacity the theoretical value in Table 20 should be multiplied 

by the recommended storage utilisation value. In this operation the honeycombing effect is 

verified due to the fact that one must wait until a specific row is completely emptied out 

before stocking material from another batch.  

By analysing the current layout for the rubber warehouse (Figure 16), and in particular for 

metal boxes, blocks with a width (smaller side of each of the main rectangles represented in 

Figure 16) able to accommodate one or two batches of sixteen containers are created by 

placing these batches in front of the previous ones.  

 

Figure 16 – Current layout of the warehouse for rubber material in the Lousado plant 

Variability in terms of batch sizes is low. In the particular case of metal boxes type of 

packaging, the batch size is sixteen containers for the majority of materials. Two alternative 

ways to dispose a sixteen-container batch are represented in Figure 17.  

Storage of synthetic rubber in plastic boxes 

Storage of natural and synthetic rubber in metal boxes 
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Figure 17 – Alternative ways to dispose a sixteen-container batch of rubber material 

However, there are actually other batch sizes (18, 20, or 22 containers) which are usually 

placed in the top right storage area represented in Figure 16. 

The layout represented in Figure 16 follows what Rushton (2010) identifies as a good 

practice: “to have straight access aisles and to use both sides of every aisle”. However, in this 

particular case in which the picking is done by the laterals of each block, there is an increased 

need for aisles. In this particular application these aisles are required to be approximately 3,5 

m wide to allow a safe circulation of the existing handling devices in the facility 

(counterbalanced forklifts trucks). 

A new layout, represented in Figure 18, was developed in an attempt to improve storage 

capacity, that is, to create new storage positions in the same available area for storage. The 

layout for storage of synthetic rubber packed in plastic boxes (painted in green in Figures 16 

and 18) was not addressed since it occupies a significantly smaller area than the one used for 

store metal boxes and those packaging types can be considered to be already arranged in a 

“dense” way. Furthermore, because synthetic rubber in plastic boxes comes in larger batches 

each row is already occupied with one SKU and the picking is done through the main corridor 

with no need for additional wide lateral aisles. In terms of location within the warehouse it 

should be noted that these materials are placed in a strategic location near the area assigned to 

the reloading process (bottom left area in Figures 16 and 18). As mentioned previously, 

rubber materials packed in plastic boxes are currently being transferred from a box to a pallet 

before going to production areas.  

A big restriction to this layout redesign task was the fact that the main corridor had to be 

maintained with the same dimensions and in the exact same position for safety reasons (an 

ambulance must be able to cross the warehouse in case of an accident). 

 

Figure 18 – Proposal for a new layout to the warehouse for rubber material in the Lousado plant 

The methodology adopted was to create long blocks of metal boxes. The focus was on getting 

extra storing positions reducing the space allocated to aisles. Each row has one SKU and its 

depth allows the accommodation of a whole batch of sixteen containers. An additional depth 

position was added to the rows in the more central blocks (painted in dark blue in Figure 18) 

still providing a secondary aisle with a width dimension compatible with a safe handling 

Storage of synthetic rubber in plastic boxes 

Storage of natural and synthetic rubber in metal boxes 
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operation by a counterbalanced forklift truck. In addition to storage of sixteen-container 

batches, this row could also be used to store batches with different sizes, in case the current 

allocated area for this purpose ends up being insufficient.  

This methodology was not applied to the top right area because that kind of configuration is 

needed to accommodate larger batches. Furthermore, that area does not have the required 

dimensions for implementing successfully the idealized layout. It would actually result in 

losses in the number of available storage positions. 

The developed proposal results in 56 new floor positions for storage of rubber in metal boxes 

which are able to accommodate 14 batches of sixteen containers of rubber material. Some 

results in this regard are shown in Table 21. It should be noted that even without the 

additional depth position added to the rows in the more central blocks the storage capacity 

would be still improved in 12 floor positions which allow the storage of 3 additional batches 

of sixteen containers.  

Table 21 – Features for boxes containing rubber stored using a block stacking solution and a new layout 

Storage Capacity 

(Unit Loads) 

Storage Capacity 

(%) 

Floor Area Utilisation 

(%) 

Storage density 

(m
3
/m

2
) 

3024 20,38 35,70 4,28 

In addition to improved storage capacity, the new layout has an interesting advantage when 

compared with the current layout: visibility. In fact, since the method for storing material is 

random location, it is beneficial to have a layout that facilitates the identification of areas 

available for storage. 

It is obvious by observing the current layout for the rubber warehouse that a family grouping 

categorization is already done. According to the literature on the topic, to store related SKU 

together can be advantageous in terms of space utilisation and simplicity of the warehouse 

operations. In this particular case, the identified criteria for this categorization are type of 

packaging (metal box or plastic box), and batch size.    

According to Muller (2011) effective item placement can often be achieved through tying 

both family grouping and inventory stratification approaches together. The inventory 

stratification approach relates to an ABC categorization based on item-popularity. This 

methodology is used within this work by applying it to materials packed in metal boxes which 

batch size is sixteen containers. Assuming that the consumption of a container with rubber 

triggers the picking of another container from storage to replenish the buffer, it is possible to 

calculate the number of pickings per day for each of the considered material references. This 

calculation relates to the item-popularity criterion (Graph 4).  

  

Graph 4 – Item-popularity analysis for rubber materials supplied in metal boxes and sixteen-container batches 
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The results shown in Graph 4 indicate that the picking activity in the rubber warehouse does 

not follow exactly what “Pareto’s Law” dictates. In fact, 19,05% of material references, the 

equivalent to four material references, only corresponds to 46,63% of the requests in the 

warehouse, a much smaller value than the expected 80%.     

The item-popularity criterion alone does not justify the division of material references into 

categories but by analysing more carefully the data provided in Appendix I an additional 

criterion could be used to differentiate some materials from the others: the fact that in the end 

of each day at least one set of positions are available to accommodate a new batch just 

received. Therefore, the recommendation would be to adapt the traditional ABC analysis and 

to create two categories: A, including the materials to which all containers of at least one 

batch are picked per day, and B, for the remaining materials. 

Materials within category A should be assigned to the so called “best locations”, locations 

that are easier to pick and result in less handling costs. In this particular case materials which 

are less affected by the honeycombing effect, and therefore, are more frequently available to 

store new batches, are assigned to the “best locations”.  

In order to apply this methodology an analysis of material flow within the rubber raw material 

warehouse should also be conducted (Figure 19).   

Since the current method for storing material is random location, no specific storage positions 

will be proposed for each material reference, but an area within the warehouse consisting of a 

group of storage positions where the batch of a given material reference belonging to one of 

the two defined categories could be placed.  

The 19,05% of material references that make up category A currently correspond to around 

40,08% of all sixteen-container batches stored in the rubber warehouse, and consequently 

59,92% of containers in the same situation correspond to materials included in category B. 

These percentages are to be maintained in the new layout with an increased storage capacity.  

The results obtained by applying the methodology just described are represented in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – Storage positions assigned to materials from categories A and B 

It should be noted that in terms of material handling this might be a more complex solution. 

The new defined areas for specific materials require the training of warehouse operators in 

order to guarantee that a batch to be put away is no longer placed in the first available set of 

storing positions. Also the fact that batches have different ways of being stored and picked, 

namely in the two more central blocks in Figure 19, is a factor that might increase the 

complexity of the operation and bring potential risks of making mistakes, mainly in the 

picking operation (e.g. to pick more containers than the batch size because there is another 

depth position in the row). These mistakes could be prevented by, for instance, implementing 

Area for storage of materials from category A 

Area for storage of materials from category B 
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mechanisms of visual signalization (e.g. lines painted in the warehouse floor defining the 

position of a batch). 

5.2 Chemicals storage 

Big bags are the most critical type of packaging to store. They are generally not stackable due 

to their shape and size, and therefore racking equipment is required to make use of roof 

height. However, even with a racking system, only two levels high are generally 

recommended for safety reasons. For small bags on a pallet block stacking is possible up to 

two levels but in most cases only floor storage is used. Also traditional racking is a common 

storage solution for this kind of materials. 

Some raw materials packed in big bags, for instance, silica and carbon black, are considered 

part of fast-moving inventory, and therefore must be analysed with special care. The 

recommendation for storage solutions and consequently for a handling operation must be 

compatible with the activity requirements in the chemicals warehouse, in particular with the 

schedules for the replenishment of raw materials to buffer areas or production. 

Regarding the storage of big bags, benchmarking in Continental tire plants indicates the 

successful current use of more advanced storing systems than regular floor storage: the 

Timisoara plant (Romania) is storing big bags in traditional racking 4 levels high, and the 

Otrokovice plant (Czech Republic) is using drive-in racks with 3 levels high for the same 

purpose (Figure 20).  

 

 

 

These findings triggered the analysis of the possibility of implementing such racking systems 

in other plants. In addition to an assessment of eventual gains in terms of storage capacity, a 

study was conducted in order to compare the costs related to such investment in more 

advanced solutions with the ones of the current storage solution. 

In the Lousado tire plant palletized chemical raw materials are stored using one of two 

systems: floor storage or four levels in height of traditional racking. Chemicals in small bags 

on a pallet and small big bags on a pallet are the types of packaging currently stored in racks. 

There is also an area dedicated to store rigid IBC containing liquid chemicals, which can be 

stacked 2 levels.  

The majority of floor positions for storage are occupied by big bags. Space is a scarce 

resource in this warehouse and more dense solutions, particularly for storage of big bags, are 

required, without having the accessibility to each batch worsened. 

Figure 20 – Solutions for storage of chemicals packed in big bags (a) Traditional 

racking in the Timisoara plant; b) Racks drive-in in the Otrokovice plant)    
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The solutions proposed within this work are applied exactly to that part of the warehouse 

where unit loads are placed on the floor, taking no advantage from useful building height.  

According to what was benchmarked in other Continental tire plants in terms of alternative 

solutions to floor storage, and in particular in the Otrokovice plant, there is actually a drive-in 

racking system which is providing dense storage of chemical materials with good use of roof 

height and no need for the usually required wide aisles in traditional racking solutions. 

Furthermore, this system has proved to provide a relatively fast operation compatible with the 

times for replenishment of fast-moving inventory (e.g. silica and carbon black), and also a 

safe operation contrary to what some plants have been claiming about this kind of solutions. 

In addition to the investment on racks, slave pallets, which are used to support the palletized 

loads in the drive-in, in case the original pallet dimensions are incompatible with the ones 

allowed by the racks, must also be acquired. The pallets used in the Otrokovice plant have a 

loading capacity of 1500 kg, and dimensions 1200 x 1200 x 175 mm (Figure 21 a)). In order 

to implement this type of system it is required at least one reach truck to perform the handling 

operations of placing material in and picking it from the drive-in structure. In the Otrokovice 

plant a top-level precision truck is used, suitable for very narrow working widths allowing a 

more efficient use of warehouse area and height (Figure 21 b)).  

 

Figure 21 - Equipment used in the Otrokovice plant (a) Slave pallet; b) Reach truck, model FM-X 25, provided 

by Still) 

As mentioned previously, the Lousado tire plant uses an external warehouse to store raw 

materials. The space eventually gained with a change to a more dense storage system such as 

the drive-in would generate more storage positions in the internal warehouse, resulting in less 

unit loads being sent to the external warehouse. Leased space is extremely expensive and 

therefore should be minimized to the maximum by taking full advantage from internal 

resources. The goal of the proposed methodology is to evaluate the impact of investing in a 

different concept for the storage of chemical materials currently stored at floor level. 

The first task within this methodology consists in determining the characteristics and number 

of drive-in lines required to run the warehouse operation in the Lousado tire plant. This 

should be done taking into account the inventory levels in this plant. The analysis will be 

performed considering the capacity of the chemicals raw material warehouse, in order to 

accommodate peak inventory.  

The raw materials addressed in this analysis are supplied in batches of 20, 22, or 24 pallets. In 

order to accommodate a whole batch in a drive-in line it is recommended to build the 

structure to three levels high with a front to back depth of eight pallets. This specific 

configuration is already used in the Otrokovice plant. It should be noted that storage 

utilisation will be slightly reduced with this solutions because the storage of the smaller 

batches will always result in some empty positions.  
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The next step consists in determining how many of these drive-in lines fit in the floor area 

currently used to store big bags at floor level. The supplier for this solution recommends a 

minimum drive-in line width of 1350 mm for a pallet width of 1200 mm, which is the case 

considering the use of a 1200 x 1200 mm slave pallet. For high and deep installations, the 

drive-in line width should be increased to 1400 mm for a safer operation. In general, a clear 

distance of 25 mm is foreseen between the pallets in a same drive-in line. In terms of the 

vertical clearances, the top of a pallet to the bottom of the next higher placed pallet is at least 

190 mm (Stow 2015). Given this information, it is considered a drive-in line width of 1400 

mm for this particular installation, since a structure with a front to back depth of eight pallets 

can be considered a deep solution. The depth of a drive-in line is approximately 10 m. 

In a first approach, traditional racks to store chemicals in small bags on a pallet and small big 

bags on a pallet are to keep the current configuration, as well as the top area which is used to 

store rigid IBC containing liquid chemicals. The current layout is presented in Appendix J. 

The first proposal consists in the implementation of four blocks of drive-ins, with four-meter 

aisles between them (Figure 22). Although these aisles’ dimensions are actually larger than 

the ones usually used to operate within drive-in racks, it was decided to keep the current aisle 

widths to allow a safe operation of counterbalanced forklift trucks that are still required to 

perform the handling operation. Actually, the reach truck is only used to go in and out of the 

drive-in structure and regular counterbalanced forklift trucks should be used to perform the 

remaining handling operations. For instance, a pallet just unloaded from the truck by a 

counterbalanced forklift truck must be placed by this same forklift truck in the aisle in front of 

the drive-in line where it is to be stored by a reach truck. Table 22 and Figure 22 show some 

results regarding the first proposed solution.  

Table 22 – Number of storage positions (proposal 1) 

Number of drive-in 

lines 

Number of levels 

in height  

Depth of the line 

(number of pallets) 
Quantity of pallets 

16 3 8 384 

10 3 8 240 

10 3 8 240 

10 3 8 240 

Total number of storage positions in drive-in racks 1104 

  

Figure 22 – Definition of areas occupied by different storage solutions (proposal 1) 

A second approach, with a more complex implementation than the previous one, includes a 

change in the configuration of traditional racking, as is shown in Figure 23. This is actually a 

Area occupied by rigid IBC 

Area occupied by drive-in racks 
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more recommendable configuration because the resulting direction in which material is stored 

and picked is the same as the one dictated by material flow from the receiving area to the exit 

of the warehouse. Within this proposal two large blocks of drive-in racks are to be 

implemented. Table 23 and Figure 23 show some results regarding the second proposed 

solution.  

Table 23 - Number of storage positions (proposal 2) 

Number of drive-in 

lines 

Number of levels in 

height  

Depth of the line 

(number of pallets) 
Quantity of pallets 

35 3 8 840 

25 3 8 600 

Total number of storage positions in drive-in racks 1440 

 

Figure 23 - Definition of areas occupied by different storage solutions (proposal 2) 

Some features regarding the current situation and the proposed solutions are introduced in 

Table 24. 

Table 24 – Features for big bags with chemicals 

 
Storage 

Capacity 

(Unit Loads) 

Storage 

Capacity (%) 

Floor Area 

Utilisation 

(%) 

Storage 

density 

(m
3
/m

2
) 

Current Solution 541 8,70 30,07 2,20 

Proposed Solution 1 1104 20,59 22,41 6,98 

Proposed Solution 2 1440 25,65 27,93 6,98 

The results presented in Table 24 show the possibility of increasing internal storage capacity 

by 899 positions if choosing the second proposed solution. It should be noted that this 

increase in the storage capacity is accompanied by a slight decrease in the floor area 

utilisation. This solution requires not only the investment on more drive-in lines than in the 

proposed solution 1 but also a change in the configuration of both bulk storage for liquid 

chemicals in rigid IBC and traditional racking. It should be checked whether or not there is 

the possibility of making such changes and the associated costs to the company. 

Nevertheless, a cost reduction financial analysis could be conducted to calculate the payback 

period, that is, the length of time required to recover the cost of an investment, of adding 

racks (drive-in type) to increase storage capacity in order to accommodate big bags currently 

Area occupied by drive-in racks 

Area occupied by rigid IBC 
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stored in the external warehouse. Continental has already an internal template to perform such 

analysis. It is only required to provide some information regarding the amount of base 

investments on storage and handling equipment and reference life times for calculation of 

depreciation, maintenance costs associated with the use of such equipments, the differences in 

terms of handling costs when comparing the planned situation with the present situation, and 

the estimated savings obtained by transferring materials stored in the external warehouse to 

the internal warehouse (leased space and transportation costs). The number of pallets that are 

to be transferred from the external warehouse to the internal chemicals warehouse is 309. 

Relevant information is resumed in Table 25 on an annual basis. It should be noted that for a 

financial analysis Continental considers a time frame of 5 years. The investment is assumed to 

be done still in 2015 with the first depreciation of equipments in 2016. In order for the project 

to be approved it should present an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of at least 20%. This 

indicator is used in capital budgeting to measure and compare profitability of investments.  

Table 25 – Cost reduction key data for capital request 

 
Life Time 

(years) 
Amount (€) 

Fixed costs 

Base Investment I – Drive-in racks 

(90€/storage position in drive-in racks) 
7 - 36720 

Base Investment I – Slave pallets 

(100€/pallet) 
7 -20600 

Base Investment II – Forklift truck 

(1 reach truck)  
6 - 36000 

Variable 

costs 

Maintenance of handling equipment  - -800 

Maintenance of storage equipment - -500 

Increase in handling operation (put-away and 

picking operations) 

(+ 1 warehouse operator per shift;+ 1 min/pallet) 

- -28565 

Savings 

Leased Space 

(5 €/sqm of material stored * 3) 
- + 73418,4 

Transport of material from external warehouse to 

internal warehouse 

(100€/truck) 

- + 16800 

Payback period: 1 year and 11 months 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR): 44,9% 

5.3 Discussion 

Storage optimization in the particular case of rubber materials was addressed assuming an 

already optimized storage mode. Although more advantage could be taken from useful 

building height by using, for instance, a drive-in system, the current solution allows already 

four levels of stacking with no need for racks and a considerably dense storage of materials. 

The same is not applied to the storage of chemicals, in which a significant part of the 

inventory is stored at floor level with no possibilities of stacking, and therefore, the priority 

was to use available warehouse space, a scarce and expensive resource, efficiently through the 

implementation of a storage system allowing better storage density. 

In the first case a new layout was simulated in order to increase the number of storage 

positions (storage capacity). With the proposed solution it would be possible to store 224 

more metal containers with rubber within a configuration which would allow better visibility 

of stock. It was also applied one of the techniques suggested by Frazelle (2001) for warehouse 

optimization: storage location optimization. It was conducted a categorization analysis based 

on item-popularity which proved that “Pareto’s Rule” is not exactly followed in this 

warehouse, that is, 20% of the materials stored corresponds to less than the expected 80% of 

the requests. However, in order to achieve some level of optimization, it was identified a 
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criterion to complement the results of the previous analysis and then define which materials 

should be assigned to the “best locations”. The output of this methodology corroborates the 

idea introduced by Muller (2011) that effective item placement can be achieved through tying 

both a categorization based on item-popularity and family grouping approaches together.  

In order to tackle the identified issue regarding the storage of chemicals at floor level, it was 

applied a different technique also suggested by Frazelle (2001): storage mode optimization. 

The decision for which storage system to address was influenced by the visit to one of the 

Continental tire plants in which there was a drive-in system for big bags running successfully. 

According to Rushton (2010) the size of the manufacturing site is a relevant factor when 

making comparisons between different warehouses. In fact, Lousado and Otrokovice plants 

are relatively similar considering daily requirements for material handling and inventory. 

Hudock (2015) describes a classic warehouse as “a mixture of block stacking and wide aisle 

selective pallet rack”. This design works well when fast moving items arrive in large 

quantities and are stored in bulk, while medium and slow moving items are stored in pallet 

rack. In this particular case, block stacking is not possible without a racking structure, and 

therefore it is proposed a drive-in solution to play the role of bulk storage in the previously 

introduced definition of classic warehouse. In fact, operationally, the racked area is used in 

the same way as block storage, with the same benefits and drawbacks, except that the rack 

height is not limited by the characteristics of the product. Both of the proposed solutions 

provide storage positions sufficient to accommodate all the pallets currently stored at floor 

level (541 pallets at peak inventory) and the pallets which are currently being stored in the 

external warehouse (309 pallets), in the first proposed solution 563 more pallets, and in the 

second 899 more pallets. This improved storage capacity might also be very useful when 

considering potential future production expansion projects in the Lousado tire plant. 

Furthermore, the defined layout allows a safe handling operation both for reach trucks and 

counterbalanced forklift trucks. 

It should also be noted that the various methodologies should be adapted to batch size 

criterion in order not to decrease the accessibility to each batch while increasing density.  

Regarding the financial analysis performed, results indicate a considerably high profitability 

for the investment on drive-in structures in order to increase storage capacity and 

consequently reduce costs with leased space. In addition to the cost saving, it can be 

considered as an opportunity to reduce the risk of raw material shortage with increased 

flexibility of production scheduling. However, this investment has also some risks associated 

with the fact that it is required a restructuring of the allocation of warehouse personnel to the 

different operations within the warehouse because it will be needed a third person to perform 

both the material put-away and picking operations. It is considered that the current headcount 

can handle this modified handling operation. However, there is the risk that an additional 

person needs to be hired. Also the fact that the unit loads with material to be stored within the 

drive-in structures might be larger than the slave pallets to which the design of this 

installation was based on could be a problem and result in extra pallets and handling time to 

perform a pallet changing to a pallet compatible with the drive-in structure dimensions. 

Finally it should be noted that for confidentially reasons accurate values for the Lousado plant 

could not be used in this work and calculation results might reflect values not compatible with 

reality (e.g. to calculate the cost of leased space it is considered 5 €/sqm (market price); 

however, Continental might actually get a lower price, resulting in smaller savings than the 

ones presented in Table 25). Information regarding the investments on storage and handling 

equipment were calculated based on information provided by the Otrokovice plant. However, 

once again, the prices in Czech Republic might not be the same as in Portugal.  
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6 Conclusions and future developments 

The proposed solutions within this work were conceived in an early stage of a global project 

which is estimated to be finished in two years. The various ideas and methodologies have 

contributed to the central definition of standards and lessons learned that can be used in the 

preparation and execution phases of local projects. A good example of this contribution is the 

fact that the Lousado local team decided to purchase 300 metal pallets (1200 x 1200 mm) to 

comply with the quality requirement that triggered this project based on the 287 pallets 

reccomended. 

A set of analyses were identified as potentially beneficial to be conducted in the future to 

complement the ones developed within this work.  

Most of the solutions were conceived based on weekly consumption values of raw materials 

due to the fact that goods issue postings in SAP system are not done every day. However, a 

validation of the results obtained should be conducted by comparing them with the ones 

resulting from an analysis based on actual daily consumption values.   

The current estimate of the cost of implementing the wood-free philosophy in the Lousado tire 

plant does not include an analysis of the increased handling costs mainly resulting from the 

pallet changing process. As future works it should be conducted a quantification of the new 

handling costs. 

Regarding the optimization goal of this project, it should be checked the compatilibity of the 

proposed layouts with the implementation of a Warehouse Management System (WMS) 

which most cetaintly will occure in the near future. In the particular case of the chemicals raw 

material warehouse, the future definition of the pallet changing device location within the 

warehouse might cancel out some of the recommendations presented in this work, in terms of 

layouts and empty metal pallets replenishment policies.  

In terms of the cost reduction study conducted within this work, further analyses could be 

proposed, namely to simulate the transfer of every chemical materials currently stored in the 

external warehouse to the internal warehouse, consequently eliminating all the costs related 

with leased space. Also an automatic solution could be tested to improve the handling times 

of operating within a drive-in system: to use pallet shuttles that would substitute the need for a 

reach truck and also increase the safety of the operation since the forklift truck driver would 

not have to enter the drive-in structure to store material. This solution already exists in some 

Continental tire plants for the storage of finished product.  

Only two of the three main groups of raw materials used in tire manufacturing (Rubber, 

Chemicals, and Reinforcements) were addressed within this work. Although the two chosen 

material families represent together 80% of the raw materials within a tire, the conducted 

analysis should be complemented with the study of the contribution of textile and steel 

reinforcements to the identified issues.  

All analyses should take into account the fact that the key to improve overall warehouse 

productivity is to find the best compromise between storage utilisation and handling 

efficiency.  
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Appendix A: Team structure 

Figure 24 – Team structure for the WOOD Project  
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Appendix B: WOOD Project focus areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 – Focus areas for the WOOD Project 
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Appendix C: Decision-tree for storage systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 – Decision-tree for storage systems (Source: Rushton (2010)) 
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Appendix D: Tire components 

 

Figure 27 – Tire components (Adapted from Continental AG) 

 

 

Table 26 – Tire components and their functions (Adapted from Continental AG) 

Tread/belt Assembly 

 Tread 

 

 Jointless cap plies 

 

 

Materials: Synthetic and natural rubber  

Functions: 

- Cap: provides grip on all road surfaces, wear-resistance and 

directional stability 

- Base: reduces rolling resistance and damage to the casing 

- Shoulder: forms an optimal transition from the tread to the sidewall 

Materials: Nylon, embedded in rubber  

Functions: Enhances high-speed suitability 

 Tread 

 Jointless cap plies 

 Steel-cord belt plies 

 Textile cord ply 

 Inner liner 

 Side wall 

 Bead reinforcement 

 Bead apex 

 Bead core 
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Table 26 – Tire components and their functions (Adapted from Continental AG) (continued) 

Tread/belt Assembly 

 Steel-cord belt plies 

 
Casing/carcass 

 Textile cord ply 

 

 Inner liner 

 

 Side wall 

 

 Bead reinforcement 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials: High-strength cords  

Functions: 

- Enhances shape retention and directional stability 

- Reduces the rolling resistance 

- Increases the tire’s mileage performance 

Materials: Butyl rubber  

Functions: 

- Seals the air-filled inner chamber 

- Acts as a tube in tubeless tires 

Materials: Natural rubber  

Functions: Protects the casing from external damage and 

atmospheric conditions 

Materials: Nylon, aramid 

Functions: 

- Enhances directional stability 

- Gives steering precision 

Materials: Rayon or polyester (rubberized)  

Functions: Controls internal pressure and maintains the tire’s shape 
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Table 26 – Tire components and their functions (Adapted from Continental AG) (continued) 

Casing/carcass 

 Bead apex 

 

 Bead core 

 

 

 

 

Materials: Synthetic rubber 

Functions: 

- Enhances directional stability 

- Gives steering precision 

- Improves comfort 

Materials: Steel wire embedded in rubber 

Functions: Ensures that the tire sits firmly on the rim 
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Appendix E: Material code information 

 

Table 27 – Information for material code interpretation in terms of material family and material sub-family 

 

Table 28 – Information for material code interpretation in terms of packaging type 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XXXXXXXXXX Family XXXXXXXXXX Sub-family 

CA Chemicals 

CA11-39 

CA40, CA56-59 

CA41-42 

CA55 

CA61-70 

Accelerators 

Oxides/Activators 

Fatty acids 

Silanes 

Antidegradants/Antioxidants 

CB Chemicals  Bonding agents 

CC Chemicals  Carbon black 

CE Rubber  Synthetic Rubber 

CF Chemicals  White fillers 

CN Rubber  Natural Rubber 

CP Chemicals CP01 Peptizers 

CR Rubber/Chemicals 

CR10-12, CR18, CR31 

CR13-14, CR20, CR30 

CR40-63 

CR-80 

Performance resins 

Tackifiers resins 

Reclaims 

Retarders 

CS Chemicals 

CS10-12 

CS20-26 

CS40-79 

Silica 

Solvents 

Softeners 

CV Chemicals CV10 Sulfur 

CW Chemicals  Waxes 

CZ Chemicals 
CZ09-13 

CZ14-CZ18 

Production aids 

Release agents 

R0 Reinforcements   

XXXXXXXXXX Packaging 

10 Bag 

11 Bag polymeric 

12 Big bag 

13 Tank/silo 

14 Box 

15 Barrel 

16 Can/Bin 

17 Container (Unit) 

18 Bales 

19 Sheets 

20 Pallet 
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Appendix F: Inputs to the pallet tracking tool 

 

 

Table 29 – Number of consumption positions in production for each material category & packaging in the 

Lousado tire plant 

 

 

 

Table 30 – Percentage of each material category & packaging in the total number of consumed wooden pallets 

with material on top in the Lousado tire plant 

 

 

 

Table 31 – Times spent in the various warehousing operations in the Lousado tire plant 

                                                 

1
 The operation times are approximated and were based on a single observation which occurred in one of the 

visits to the Lousado tire plant.   

 CA CB CC CF CP CR CS CV CW CZ 

Material in small bags on wooden pallet 15 2 0 0 3 21 0 3 1 1 

Material in big bag on wooden pallet 15 1 6 6 0 1 14 3 2 0 

 CA CB CC CF CP CR CS CV CW CZ 

Material in small 

bags on wooden 

pallet 

4,76% 0,30%   0,18% 4,78%  0,78% 0,08% 1,04% 

Material in big 

bag on wooden 

pallet 

29,05% 1,66% 1,29% 11,12%  5,39% 31,44% 5,30% 2,83%  

Warehousing operations Time (min)
1
 Cumulative Time (min) 

Picking a unit load from storage at the RM Warehouse 2 2 

Changing from Wooden Pallet to Metal Pallet 5 7 

Going from the RM Warehouse to the Buffer 3 10 

Going from the Buffer to Production 2 12 

Going from Production to the Buffer 2 14 

Going from the Buffer to the RM Warehouse 3 17 
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Appendix G: Tracking of metal pallets during one day of production 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 5 – Number of metal pallets in the Raw Material Warehouse, Buffer and Production areas during one day 

of production in the Lousado tire plant within the Frequent Replenishments Scenario 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 6 - Number of metal pallets in the Raw Material Warehouse, Buffer and Production areas during one day 

of production in the Lousado tire plant within the ETQ Scenario 
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Appendix H: Pallet dimensions analysis 

 

 Table 32 – Analysis of the dimensions (width and length) of the consumed wooden pallets with material on top 

in the Lousado tire plant  

 

 

Width (mm) 
% in total number 

of pallets consumed 
Cumulative % Length (mm) 

% in total number 

of pallets consumed 
Cumulative % 

800 0,51 0,51 1000 2,50 2,50 

1000 2,76 3,28 1050 12,27 14,77 

1020 0,40 3,67 1080 0,65 15,42 

1050 9,55 13,23 1100 19,61 35,03 

1080 0,65 13,88 1120 0,12 35,16 

1100 53,28 67,16 1130 0,55 35,70 

1120 0,12 67,28 1150 3,43 39,14 

1150 0,40 67,69 1180 4,53 43,67 

1180 4,53 72,22 1200 46,76 90,43 

1200 25,30 97,51 1250 0,99 91,41 

1250 0,54 98,06 1300 8,59 100,00 

1260 0,18 98,23    

1300 1,29 99,52    

1370 0,48 100,00    
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Appendix I: Order picking and storage data 

 

Table 33 – Order picking and storage data for rubber materials supplied in metal boxes and sixteen-container 

batches in the Lousado tire plant 

 

Material 

Code 

Average 

consumption/day 

(kg) 

Average 

stock/day 

(kg) 

Payload 

(kg) 

No. 

containers 

picked/day 

Cumulative 

% of 

pickings 

Cumulative 

% of 

storage 

CN20490218 29883,65 74005,06 1260 24 13,48 9,68 

CN20071418 26372,01 83642,55 1260 21 25,28 20,61 

CN20071518 22869,10 77112 1260 19 35,96 30,69 

CN20490418 22822,26 71789,27 1260 19 46,63 40,08 

CE16010518 17493,80 30240 1260 14 54,49 44,03 

CN20371418 16404,06 74468,57 1260 14 62,36 53,77 

CN20371518 16191 64512 1260 13 69,66 62,20 

CN20370918 13680 51316,36 1260 11 75,84 68,91 

CE34330118 7946,4 28445,45 1050 8 80,34 72,63 

CE34330618 4527,05 24360 1050 5 83,15 75,82 

CE34460118 4532,45 22512 1050 5 85,96 78,76 

CR41010712 5582,43 22000 1250 5 88,76 81,63 

CE38350518 2776,32 3150 1050 3 90,45 82,05 

CE38440118 1987,2 21120 960 3 92,13 84,81 

CE34010718 1518,46 14350 1050 2 93,26 86,68 

CE34300118 1409,21 16100 1050 2 94,38 88,79 

CE38360118 1421,54 20160 1260 2 95,51 91,42 

CE38390118 2160 13230 1260 2 96,63 93,15 

CE38430118 1581,03 13300 1050 2 97,75 94,89 

CE38540118 2026,96 18900 1260 2 98,88 97,36 

CE38600118 2128,97 20160 1260 2 100,00 100,00 
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Appendix J: Layout of the warehouse for chemicals 

 

 

 

Figure 28 – Current layout of the chemicals warehouse in the Lousado tire plant 


